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INTRODUCTION

.r

academic preparation:of,R75'Students centers arounithe five t

core areas of Communications, Math, Science,, Social Studies-and

Business, plus a program in Remedial and Developmental Reading.

The instruction at R:5 is individwOized sq that each student bay

progress at his own rate. Thus, a student may enroll in the sOhooill

at any time during the year without-diirupting elassroom.routine

or being penalized by- the. traditional semester system. Consequently,

student could finigh a course in less than Vie mine month period,

if hehas worked diligently: Conversely, he may have difficulty

learning concePts in another area; and he might spend amore than nine

months in that troublesome subject:

The objectives contained in tO.i,matualare a revition of the-

previous manual. Revision is an.on-gOini process and in)* ha0

already started on our next set of objectives. .

0.-

The teaChers responsible POT the,sUbmittq objectives are:,
.. 1 tof

I.

. Commaecial -.t%'Cherlds Pengal

- Communications ', Nancy Ringh6ffer .

. . 'Susan Miller . ,-. %

Math , Dan Peterson

Reading ........... 1......alayneliml.,-
-.Science Harriett Real t

Social Studies Heidi Hizel

.L.M.,Roscoe
Principal

.

-VT 101
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DEFINITIONS.

A, .

INDIVIDUALIZZD--

,
Permita student to lidik independently and at his own rate

'and depth.

INDItDUALIZkD IN6IRUCTION--

;

an instructional system in which' he characteristics

Of "eash" Student play a sajoc part in the selection

of and .participation of the following: -

'OBJECTIVES
MATERIALS & MEDIA

PROCEDURE
TIME i

SELF - INSTRUCTION - -'-INSTRUCTION--'

any Iearning activity designed in -suth a way that the

student assumes the major responsibility for his own.

instruction.

PROGRAMMED INSTRUCTION--

Instruction thrMgh information given in small steps with

teach step requiring a correct response-by learner before

going on to the next step:

CONTINUMS PROGRESS --

.
a type of school year which allows thecistudent to enter aj
any point:going in //4 steps although not necessarily

at-quarter_andi_semester deadlines. _

?RE-TEST:

Evaluation tool-usea to diagnose thei.studenits.level of

competency befofehe'egins a segment. Of.instruction.

4.74,1,

EvAluation...toolFused to determine whether or not the

student haw. readhea the prescribed level'of competency.

.
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bEHAVORIAL OBJECTIVES--;OtiiCE.PRACTICE

/. 1.0 '.11_1441M114'

`S.

:

t

.-;
V

t ,

-,

T

1.1 The student.will be able to control th,proper keys on thg,key-

board with the proper finger without looking at said keys.

. ,

1.2 The student will be able to type in'proper style a modified block

letter.

1.3 The student will be able to type in proper style,a bloci letter.

1.4 The studentwill be able to figure-and set-margins for at least

for ifferent length lilies. .

2.0'1,4MM/13'A/6 CALCUTfk MACHINES'
.

.
-,

-..:. -2.1 The student will be ,able to add.20 betz*f 7Lnumbert 8 out of 10.-

times;

2r< Thgstudent will he able to subtraCt. 8 .digit numbers oitt of 10
A 4

-tidies.-- ,' ', ,. ', ..., --

-;.

'

-,

.3 The student will kitOw and-uAtto different Maystsmiltipli on

. the 1.0 key adding machine.
.

2.4 Th'student will be able to divide by the reciprocal methdd.8 out

,of. 10. problems.

2.5.The student will bb able topro-rate.by use of the 10 keyadding:

machine 8-out of TO prp4emb:

2.6 The student will, he able..i0

the calculator 2 out of 3 times.

.2.7 -The student
lator 8 out of 10 &es.:

I

to extend invoices-Using the calculator

- .

discounts-and- net - amounts on-

,

will be ableto subtract using the-electronic caldu.-

2.8 .
The student will he 'able

'2. out. of 3 times.

The -student will be able

latOr 8 out of 10 times:

2.10 The student will be abl
:oulator 8 out of 10:tim

.2.9

2,11 ,The studept will be. able

lator. 8 of 10'..times.

a

to multiply using the elec#thic calcu-

.-
,

to-kigure a chain..discount on the cal-
). - ; -

.1r

to4divide using the 'electronic Caleu-.,,
-

2,12 The student mill be able-to use a ConstAnt multiplier 2 out of

times using the calculator.

7'

-J
Sot

-

. -

0

I
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2.13ATbe student williheeble t;':clo 5 digit numberprot/ems with a
,

W
.

credit balance involved- in 3 out of 5 times.
.

..

.. .,
"....

-7

2.14 The-student-will be eilato figure percentage of increase.and

'decrease in 3 out of 5 problems.

,2.15 The student will be able to_reconcile a simp e bank statement. /

. .

.
r;

Page 2

3.0 TYPING

l

3.1 The student will be' able to figure and type eight column tab-

illatedproblem with at least 20 lines on var ous material.

, 3.2 The student will be able to type a block le er wi th a maximum

of 1 uncorrected error.

'The student wil be a ble to type a satisfactory letter'

with a maximum f 1 uncorrected error. '"tv.

t

k

3.4 The student will be able to type a modified block letter wit a

maximum cs1. uncorrected error. ..
,

.

,
,

.

3.5 The student will b6z-able to type a satisfactory"invertedletter
.

%!with a maximum of 1 ilhcorrected'er
.=

°'.with
, ,.., .

3.-6 The student will be able to type a letter containing tabulated

'-material with a maximum of 1 uncorrected error. -" -

.
.

3.7 The -student will be able to type a satisfactory indented letter
, .

with a maximum of 1 uncorrected error,

, 3.8 ' The student will be able to identify:and use open and mixed ,

1 .

punctuation---in-_9-out ,of 10 times.

3.9 The student will be-able tcoassemble a Carbon pack correctly.

3.10 The-student will be Lle to type a letter with a subject and

-attention line 3 out/of 4-timed.

'4.0r MAIM TING

-I

..

_

r

-#
. .

y.? , The ,student .will be able to .prepare and-correct at least If stencils.

.

4.2 !The-stuclent.wi4 be able to prepare and correct at least If magters.
. i.,

%

, . . .'

7 410""ThestUdent will be Ole to tun a master on the mimeograph and 7

. ,

%.: '6'-,'produe several satisfactory coi3ies. - .
-

4.5

"e

.;N

1

.

..__.. e ,
'

_ i-
4 d.The student will. be able to Uie at least ifferent styli

The udent will be, able to run a'. master on'the'ditto machine and

p duce several satididctoitSP,

P /
/MI I

I
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5.0 TRANSVIBING '

Page 3'

5.1 The student will be able to transcribe 3satisfactory blOCk letters

from _tapes_._
';

._. i
._.,..

.:,.:

'
5.2 The studentwill be able -0 trans

1
Oribe 3:satisfactory modified,:

',block letters from:tapgs. .:5.

5.3 The.student-will be4ble to -transcribe 3 letters from a style other

than the above.

6.0 FILING , . _ _
1,0, !--

.

6.1 The student will type or understand the 30 filing rules in the book

Business Filing and Record Control:
....

....

6.2 Tfie student will file 50 cards dealing with the name of individUals,

with at least 70% accuracy:

6.3 The,stUdent will file 50 cards, dealing with business names, with

at least 70% accuracy.

6.4 Thestudent will file 50 -cards, dealing with special names, with

at least 70% accuracy..
4

r

t!'

7;Q CASH REGISTER 0'

711

7.2

7.3

: . . 71,5

. `

_7.6

The student will,be able t4 demonstrate knowledge of the home keys

on the'cash register. .1
.

The studdnt will be able "to *mohstrate knowledge of the proper

control of the department keys.

-...1

The student will be able todemonstrate the proper way t o'Uni44k,

clear, and rea,d'-fhe cash register. :-
->

-,-,

,-, . 1
.: .

The student

:

will be able to ',set the coi:rect date on the machine. ,.,
,

.

.

.

.

..,

The-student /ill be familigr withth e-proper arrangement. of the
. .

.

molley.drawer: .- ;

*.
.

The student will be.familiar with the methods of c'orrecting errors.

f

(4)

3

'
5,

r.
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BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES -- GENERAL BUSINESS

1.0 BANKING SERVICES ,

,

1.1 Given a list of 25 bapkng terms the student will correctly ideriti

fy 20 of them.

1.2 The student will correctly fill rut a simulated check and stub.

1.3 ,The student will correctly fill out a simulated-deposit slip.

1:4 The student will correctly write four simulated endorsements.

1.5 The student All identify4 of 5 special checks.

ti 1

2.0

',.

SPENDING

. .

2.1 Given a list of 25 nancial terms dealing with spending, the

student will .identify correctly.

-

,

2.2 The student:willset up a weekly spending plan.
f .,' .

2.3 The student will set-Uian Income and Expense record.'

.. -

2.4 The student will set up a comparison of savings and expenses
-;'--iy

-

,With budget sn sl,owshoe.
..-i

,

.
$A.

:,u

: ,
7'.

.3.0 CREDIT

3.1 .Given a list. of 25 credit-term -the student will be able to identi-

fy 20 correctly. .
.

The student willjbe able to figure' interest by, two different methods.
,1

3.3 The student will be able-to fill out a simulated conditibnal sale

contract.

4.0- INSURANCE
.

'4.1 Given a'List of 25dnsurance terms the student will correctly'

i identify 20. --

4.2 The student ,;will fill out a simulated .application for a social

security cardi-,,
4

s .... i

7- ,

4.3. The student- will be able...to 'figure the premiums' of at least

'typ-eirof insurance from's: simula6d ''dhart.
- A

, s

...- 0. . . . . i' -.

5.0 SAVINGS
.., ,-

..,.

k, .

4--

.,
.

5.1 Given a list of 25 savings terms the,student,yin ba able to ;

correctly identify 20.
.

s ; ,
,..

.

.,

-......."

1 0
,

s
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6.0 'TRAVEL

6.1 ,,Given'qa list of 25.trLvel terms the studegt Will correctly, identify

a

Page'

20. '4*.
. .

6.2 The student will be cble to

out of 5 times. ,

7.0 OOYEUNiCATIONS

redd_a time)uble. correctly at least

:T.l Given list of25:communication_terms the student will correctly,
"z.

"identify 20.
:

,i7.2 The student will be able to'identify the parts of.a letter.

7.3 The studegt_will.,]:e able to'figilr the shipping. charges of. at'Ieast

4 different weight packages from d simulated zone rate chdit.
I

-

8.0 FILING

8.1 Given a list of 25filinkterms the student will, correct

identify 20

8.2 The student will be L.ble to file 25

.

The student will be able to

the saMe-ca'rds.'

'9.0 EMPLOYMENT

9.1 -Given a list of 15 terms on employment and correctly identify 10.

cards in the correciorder

show four different- Ways to file

; '

9.2 .The student will correctly fill out a simulated application `

9.5 The student will mare-a:personal:data-Sheet. _

I

1

,

l

11

, ,
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.BEAAVOkIAL opacrins
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5.,

5'

.50

Page 6 1:

'. 1.0 B00144PING ;-' ..,- , .
-...),;., _ . - '''.-14

1.1 'The student vill.be able to make a satisfactory bdlance sheet.
..._

, 1- r
,§tudent 'will be able record a balance sheet 'a general.

-journal-. ..
.,

15.,

, .
.
1 t.3The studentA ill*be able to post an. opening 'entry to a ledger

.
-.

froma general journdlt .
, -...

,

-.,,;:
, ,...

-1.4. The student will be able to jourivallze entries that af-Ferc-t the

, , .
-balance sheet accounts, .

. . ',--
.-1 . .

.

, . .

,_ 1.5 The student will be able to journalize entrigO that affect the,

income acid .expense accounts._ .
,.. .

.i

-

The student will be -tble to t4e a trial balance.

The. student will 'be 'able tO make z..woilisheet with adjustments:

I I

18 The student ,will

-The student will
- be entered in.

1.10 The student w1,4-be

r

be able to make an income and expense statement.
r , 0 . .. .

be Cble to .tell which journal each el:tn), should .

. :

able to reconcile a simr4. bank statement.

a

1.11 Ther:student will lie-able to ,me.ke z.djusting enties.
;,.,

1.12 '11?.e student will be able ,to -Tule closing;. entries.

.

I.

;

s6

.4

.4

6,

'

5,

4, IP

" 1.2

-a

r

;

\

c

s!

.
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BEHraCRLL.OBJECPIYESTYPING

) .1.o 1324SS CF TYPEWRITER

1.1 The student will be able to name 25 of most vital parts

or the m..thine.

'2.0. 164RGIN STOPS .

(,4
2.1 The student will be able to figure and setAhe margins for the

46
4

4 most common lehgth lines/

3.0 POSTURE-

3.1 The student wiI1 knoW and be able to Use the correct

typing posture when typing. '

.

4.o KEYBOARD ,

4:1 The student. will know and use the correct finger td

spectafic set of keys.

t

control a

4.2 The student will know how to return the carriage correctly.

4.3 The number keys will be controlled, by thestudent, with

. 0 the correct finger.

5.0, LETTERS .

.

. _
.

.

.

5.1 The student will be gblg to identieir and use correctly the

various parts of a business letter. . ,

.
.

- . . 't

5.2 The student will know hoF to place the various parts of the -

business letter at their assigned places.

5.3 The student Will be -ble to type a satisfactory block letter.

,5.4 The student will be able to type a satif4etory modified block

letter.

6.0 TABULATION

6.1. The student will be able to figure and type a simple 3 ;eau= tabu-

lated problem.

6:2:, The student will be able to figure and center any number of items

using the backspacer from,cenier mejhod.

6.3 'The student will be able to center a 20 line item vertically

on both a full and (half sheet of paper.; *

. 13

; I
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BEHAVORIAL OBJECTIVES -TYPING 31

1.0 KEYBOARD -

1.1 The student will have complete maitery'Of the keyboard us

-the'-proper .-ipser to- -control the.prope

?age 8

1.2 the student will be able to tisethe extra keys with' ,he
porper

2.0 TABULATION

2.1 The .student will be able to figurg and set up at least two 8 column,
20 line" problems. .

..
.

1 . .

2.2 The student will be able to Center vertically any number of problems.
The only requiiement being that they fit into the space alloted.

3.0 LETTERS

3.1 The student will be able to type a block letteg With a maximum
of 3 errors on the whole letter. .

3.2 The student will be able to type two modification's of
modified block lettei Witk-iio more than 3 errors.

4.0 MANUSCRIPTS

1V
..,

4.1 Thedstudent win be ,-* to type a 2 page manuscript Nrith
fabtnotes and be able toi:sigure,margins. for the same.

.

',

N .... -

.1 5.0 -Mr.s0ELLANECUS
.

5.1 The student will be able to type a ender$ copy of a i/ elegranr
... ____,

5.2 The student will be able to aisle 18..aut of 20 pcirts as indicated
on the typewriter. . ..

. %

5.3 The student will be able ta told both a large letter cmci.la

mallone for planing ".in an envelope. :',

. - .

k

.14
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,BEHAVIORAL

1.0 PARTS OF

1.1 The
the

1.2 The

011i-ECTIVEZ -TYPING III

2.0 1-YBOARD

3.0

THE TietURITER

student will be able to name 25 of the most Vital parts of

machine.

student will be able to identify these 25 parts.
C

2.1 'The-student will be able to know and use all the regular keys with

the proper key controlled by the piopek finger.

2.2 The student will be able to control the special keys with the ,

prope ringer.

TABULATION

.

3.1 The student Will be able to .figure and setup at least to 6 Column,.

multi heading, 20 line problems.

3.2 The:student will be able to center vertically at least fi'Qe problems.

3.3 The student will be able to put at least five problems in reading:

position.

4.0 LETTERS

4:1 The student will be able-to write a

1 uncorrected error.

block letter with a iaximuthof

_ 4.2_ The studentmill be able to write a modified black letter with a

4.3

4.4

maximum of one uncorrected error.

The student will be able to write a

of 1 uncorrected error.
I

N.O.M.A: letter with a maximum

O , -

The student ill be hble to write .a satisfactory letter with tabu-

kAted material in context, with no more than 1 uncorrected error.

5.0 MANUSCRIPTS

5.1

5.2

5.3

5.4

I.

Y

The student will be able to type a sample one page manuscript.

. .

The student will beable to type's; two. page manuscript.

1

.

The student will be able to type a manuscript with fpotnotes.

.

The student will be able to,tigure margin for a manuscript boun
---- ,

on the left or top.

15

, ,

I
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"6.a TIMED WRITINGS

., .
i

.

.
'6.1, The student will be able to type for'5 minutes j*.th a maximum of

4 errors.

7:0 IiISCELLANiOUS

.

.V

I

Page 10

1
4-4

t t :
..

to

. 7.1 The 'stulent will be able to make one or more carbon copies: .

1
. t..

.-
..i..,

.2 The studeht will be able to type
..

a senders copy of a tel egrath.

,- .
.

4

7.3.' The student will be able to type envelopes, both large and small.

7:4 The istuddnt will be able to fold,,,8h x 11 paper to fit'envelopes,.

- both large and small.

.7.5 Thti student will be.able to type a satisfactory interoffice

memdrandurn wi h a maximum of 1 error. _

(

7.6 The student ',will be able to type an interoffice ;memorandum with

tabulated material with a- maximum of 1 error.'

S
a

,

1 6'

4 r-
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.13a1AVIORAL -OBJECTIVES- -CAS. REGISTER'

f

1.0 HOPS/ KEYS

1.1 The student will know and

by thethumb.

1.2 The student will know and
by the inde:- .fingeri

1.3 The student will knot and

by the second finger., ,

1.,4 The student will know and

by the third ling .;

.

. . ,

1.5 The student will ow and be. able

by the little fin et.

be

be

be

be

Page 11

able to control th

P

keys controlled

able to contrOlfhe
. '

keys controlled

able to cbntrdi the keys controlled

. .

able to oo rol the key controlled

) ,

2.0 DEPART KENT SELECTION

' .

2.1 The student :ill' know the correct

vent keys'.

3.0 UNLOCKING, PLEARING, AgD.READING

c1)

1

3.1 -`The student will
proper key.

3.2 The.student will
p ±ocddure.

3.3 The, student will

procedure.

40 DATE SECTION
$

4.1 The student will be,ab

.

.

be able to lb

be able to

be able

4:2 The,student will b
wheel*,

413

5.0 .DETAILED AUDIT Slag

5.1 The student wi

twice.

5.2, the'student

t least once:

Thee s dent vial .b

.

.

5

,ntrol the key controlled
4

rocedare to'bohtrol tbfe depart

k. and unlock the machine with the

.

ead the machine 'using'the correct

o -clear

.4
. . .

the machineby,uding the correct._

. ..
4. °1, , 1,..4 , 1r

i .

last, den sect ii of the 4date '
.7"2.1

e. to set the

ble to set the

4

ablet8 set the
'

%

fimbtday sevtiOn,of`te data ,

e
,t

s,

)

month section of the hate wheel.

-.

. .

be ableto read the''detailed-audit slip at least

be able to change, the detailed audit slip at

ti
,1

41.

1

4 c

4 S

44

F

'

.4
o

,
4

%a

,
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6.0 CUSTOM -MI RECEIPT TAPE
.

6.1 Thestudent will be able to

t, least-3 times correctly:

6.2 The student will be able
least once correctly.

7.0 SETTING UP MONEY DRAWER

*Page 12

read the customer receipt tapeat

to change tbe'customer receipt tape at

'7.1 The .studerit will be able to

8.0 MAKING CHANGE c.

set up

4

money:drawer at least 2 times.

8.1 The student will be able to count back change on tczo simulated

cash sales, ;.
!

,9.0 OORHEOTIN ERRORS-:

9.1 The studept will be able to

selection.

.'9.2 The'stUdent will be able to

.
9.3 The studentil be able to

0.
, -

rrect errors made in depaftment

correct an

correct an

0

6

r

,1 '

S

0

over -ring at le t 2 times.

under-ring at least 2 times.

.5.

1
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-

Advanced Composition . ,

/1,0 20 Steps,to Better Composition '

1.1 The student will write a given number of unified and gramtatically
i

correct sentences.'
. , .

.
-,-

. .

1.2 The student will write a gOen:nuMber of sentences correctly using
flgprep of speech.

1.3 The student will rewrite a given number of sentences eliminating'

rwcirdiness, cli4hes and ,jargon. f:

1.4 The student will write.a given nuMber of paragraphs containing
topic sentences and supporting ideas.

1.5 The student will recognize and use connotative iiords in a given

number of sentences. ,

.

1.6 The student will use a given number of words'irl a variety of
contexts this indicating various meanings for the same word.

Te student will write a given number of sit1P-Outlines.

1:8 The student will compose a given numberof effective beginnings

and endings for canpositions.

1.9 The student will compose a given numbermaInfOrmal and formal

letters using the corredt*formats.
.

betW1.10 The studentwill recognize the erenaes een a given nimber-4

of formal.. end informal essaYsand-reports.

f.11__*Lstudent will rewrite a given nuMber of paragraphs ,corriectly.
'utilizing coordinating and sUbordinatillg donjUnctiOns.---

1.12 The student will compose a given member of conversations corredtly

employing punctuation and form for the use of riiAloigue. %.
.

2.0 1.1o4 Can Write-'.

compose
\

2.1 The - student will compose .a giwn numper of gmanOically'cOrreot

. ' word games such as Tan Skfties. '. ' . , -

'

2:2 The student will write a gramaticaliy correct advertisement, set
of rules, simple description,,and proposed solution for a problem.

2.3 The student will write a grammatically .correct parpgraph(i)

phasizing word choice to indicate his meaning. .

2.4. The,student will write .a given number of-graranaticallytorreet

paragraph(s) with the emphasis on description, action, emotion
definition, characterization, observation, ccuparisoarcontrast,
argument, or cause and effect.

.19
t

a
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,

.
2.5 Thestudent will write a ticalli correct opening paragraph

. fora story.-
.

f.

, -

1'-

2.6 The student.will write a grqmmaticaIly+Dorre*.ct paragraph(s) ;

using.a saying as the focal point. '1 :
.,...

f

2.7 The student will differentiate between a creative-compoSitiOncand

an expOsitory compositiOnAnd 411 write one of each in a graon=. .

m4tically correct manner.
. _

.

3iti Stories
.

You Can Finish and _Picture Your Wriiting

3.1 The student Will write the _endings foe a given number of incomplete

stories employing correct grammar, use.of diA1ogge and plot devel-

opment techniques. .
. -

3.2 The student will wite a,given number of grammati correct .

paragraphs emphasising the selection of the best de, s tb-satisfy,

his, intent or purpose.
,

'3.3 The student will write a giveri number of 'grammatically correct

paragraphs based on his reporting from observation.

3.4 The student will write a given number of g rammatically correct

paragraphs using comparison as the major tdivose, -)

The student will write a given number of :grammatically correct

paragraphsiemphasizing character development through desbriptlon

. : and dialogue.

20 ,
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11..0 STOP, LOOK & WRITE, .

....
..

VI

r

.
4.1 .Given the phdti-text, the 'student twill take the pre-teSt,

" ectiveness as a Writer" and save it'for personal

uation & comparison at the,cdmpletion of this course.

4.2. Given the 20 photo-settions'covering technique's:in imaginative

observation 4 writing; the student willcanplete all the.'
0

sections & corresponding questions to the best!Of his

ability & creativity in an essay format, specifically

referring pages & pictures. _
e.

4

/ 4.3 .Given the One Final Exercise (Post-Test), the student.

will summarize 4 evaluate hiS own progress together with

his student teacher consultations & pregresss

4.4: Given the 20 various`, techniques covered, t student will

.
'choose,his favorite elements & photds and amplete a
personal evaluation of 'lig experience wi' the photo-text

in an essay-to his.& his teacher's sat =faction and using

the,teciihiqUes discovered. e%
c

4.5 Given any of the 20 techniques, the stud6htwil.4 be able -:

to correctly define anflogive an example of 10, of then.
;./

- .

THE WRITERS EYE

;1.

1

5:1 .Given the photo-text, the student will take the pie-test,

"Effectiveness as,a Uriter" and.the text pre est, saving

these for personal evaluation & comparisbn at the completion"

of this Course.
. . . .,1

5.2 ,aivenpie 20-photothemes,-whical.ambrtiken down itto Mhh

and His Own, liatiire, Other People,, The'IMpersongl Environment,

- and theIntangibles,' thesstudent will Complete all cOrres

...-,. ponding questions over the sub-themes to the best of his

ability 4 creativity In a essay fformats.sRpcifically

referring to the titles of the 'Photos &tor sUb.;Sections.

,,,. 1 . i,

5.3 Given the Post-test,. the student dill summarize & eValuate

his own progress together with his student-teacher consultation

and progress sheets. ', .7

c , ).-- ...

5.4 Given the /Milsin parts of the 20 photo-theMess.the student

will chdoSe his favoritet and compare or contrast it

to his least favorite to his ge. hhiiss. teacherLi iatisraCtion: ...

..;',.5 GiVen any -`of the 4 main themes & parts, the student will

be able to universalize or :synthesize the essential elements

of 2 of these in an essay format to be .subjectively graded

-& averaged with his other assignments & per his individualized

'approach. .

\ \
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6.o SINGER/SLIDEAS

7'
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a

Page 16

6.1 Gl/n the Singer /Slideas 3'-M Projection thenieSt YAGES

FE11413S, METROPOLIS, SEARCHING; sEASoNS,, & MARTIO, the

student will -view all 20 slides per-each tune: -

6.2 Given a list beading for Title, .Elivirorrnent,--& Occupation,

the student will write a suggested idea or name for each

of the 20slides & 13 headings.

6,3 Given a list heading for Feelings, Descriptions, and Antonyms,

the student will write 1 idea for each of the 20 slides &

3 headings.

6.4 Given each.theMe & its correspondi4 20 (slides, the student

will re- arrange mentally & by title the setkinto:11 logical,

cause-effect, time, thematic, story pattern orother order

and explain why.

6.5 Given a favoritesiide fran a favorite them, the student.'

'will write:a short pOem, story essay .or other work Such

a sequel, diary, -collage, poster or universal t to his

and his teacher's satisfaction.
a

. ,

1 ..-

6.6 Given a partiptil;Ir.tbetile the student will write, about the

total theme in terms of What it:SYMBOLIZES'to hinal why,
being,specifio about* particular pictures-which best'
represent. this "idea beyond" with a le/adt.2 written pages.

$
i ',"- .. 1..

6.7' Given: particular theme,, the student will summarize and

-. synthesize :it's contentwwith at least 2 written pages.

6.8--Given-all_theabove_inTAeph_practicee_w1U, each_
& its corresponding 20 slides, after viewing all Slides,

'for practice'in-redail, the student will write, draws_br

list as many detaas'about the,series of pictures, -as he,

can refiletber.

I

.22
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%ask ccoposttion

1.0 Practide Tin - neilish tit Sentence:aproyenient

1.1 The Student trill identify with accuracy the subjects and
predicates in a' P;iven ntoirt a-sentences.

1. he- student will identify wit1:702: accuracy complete sentences
fran a:gliven list of .cqnplete and ix:ccmtaete sentences./'.- .. . ..

/

1.3 Tile student All use with 70f" accuracy the proper, punctuation
aryl capitalization in a given number of sentences and phrases.

1.4 The student trill' use vitll 70 accuracy, the correct form cif the
.verb in a given number of sentences. . <

1.5 The student 11,11 use vitl-110',. accuracy the correct pronotIns in a
given number of sentences. .

1.6 The student will. correct wits 0.: accuracy Vi.te errors, in agree
ment of'verb with subjecV and Of pronoun and antecedent in a
liven number of sentences.r

.

1.7- student will correct. with 705 accuracy the p.rtoris in use of
adjectives, adyeibs, case and various troublesci le wards and ex -
pressions in a given nq:ter-of sentences.

3,. Tile student will write accuracy a even number. 43f sen-
- . tences demonstrating. sentence* patterns containing' transitive

veros,t intransitive verbs, lipitihp; verbs 'arid the verb tre.
-

--. .
1.9 The student will write "with ,70'1, accuracy a. given number of sen --

tences containing prepositional, participial, _cr,erund 'arrl in.fini-
., tive phrases-and appositives-. _ '04

, , -
1.10 The student will write with

.
7-0;": .adcuracy a g;iiteri number-of sen

tences deillonstratirip; thellse of_iiioWiers.
..,-

. .

1-.11 Me student will ;mite-with 70 accuracy a: given number; of declara
tive,; interrogative, inver4tiv-Q and exclamatory. sentences. ;

;,., ,..
.

1.12 Tlie student ttll write wi"-th 70,: accuracy agiven -number or sen
tences using; t:xpletiveg, ifiterpolations,atri transitional expressions.

-.
)., ., . , .

.- 1.13 The student :rill write, with 70 accuracy a ?liven number of sentences
-, usiir,'9arenthetical 'elementc.,. _-I

.
. ,

--. .. .- .
. .. -1.14 The sttrient will write alitli 70:: accuracy a .given number of sentences

.... J employinp; pepetitiOn of words-,.phtases or ideas. ' .t
.'',, .,, , A..1.15.,:The student will rewrite a rlven her or' paraswanns correctino; errors

, :In ,Tairraq and' usage aric4 i.. .)..rovin -, blari* all' MI ability.
.

2

) !,

*.
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EDUCATIONAL DEVELOPA;NTALLABORATOAIES Page'0-

E.D.L. p0:a1)617,711T

0 EGHAVORIAL OBJCCT,ITS--: CONTROLLM READING

1.1 The EDL student will sequentiall!( read a minimum of 5 controlled

reader, lessons in 14s coded rearing level -per61/4 credit.

1..2:He will, before doing this, complete the study frames on the

vocabularyyords,yhich he 1?-111 encounter in each story from the

programmed- text of ,his coded workbook, checking himself. '

,He will retord his reading sp.?ed per lesson per the dial setting

on the CR chart in his folder.

I.

1.4 He will take the comprellension test overTedth lesson read in such.

a manner, and he will record this score 'on the CR chart. -

1.5 He will compute his Inde--(1.5dditg steed. in words per minuteftimes

percentage of compreHension over the test) and he will record this

on the controlled reader: graph in figures and plots.

1.6 He will memorize and be. able to write out frommemory the EDI,

definitiorrof the
Controlled.Reader.objectives which is as follows.:

COUTROLILD READING IS A FCR1" CF TRAINING 71! UHICH Sra3OIS, 1/ORDS,

OR STORM Air, PROJECTED I2PT-TO--RIGHT /arm AT A PRE---

DE,TatiaNS15 RATE TO'DEVELOP-MICTIONAL VISUAL EFFICIENCY, READING

.FLU::NCY, AND COITRMISICII SKILLS. e

1.7., He mill also be able upon request tO define dny terms used in the

boie definition in -his own words and conceptsof,it. For el;ample:

(READING FLUENCY IS THE ABILITY` TO READ SILEUTIY & RAPIDLY, ?TM

THOROUGH AND ACCURATE COITUOISION OR UNDERSTANDM. eINCTIONAL-

VISUAL ITFICI2DICYIS THE ABILITY TC;CCORDIAATE THE EYES COEFCRTABLY

DURING THE RalDING.ACT, qITH POSITIVE LEFT -TO -RIGHT DIRECTIONAL ATTACK..

14 2 4/
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2.6 WIRD CLUES AND RECOGNITION ORCORANMED WORitBorRS IN VOCABULARY) FLASH-X ELL

2.1 The EDL student will sequentially complete a minimum of 5 vocabulary lessons
in his coded xeading.level per 1/4 credit with the programmed text and flash-X.

2.2 He will write out the Words and make appropriate multiple' choices of definitions
from the context Clues per framer checking himself per the subsequent frame.

.

2:3 He will drill himself on agressively seeing and recording from visual memory '.
the words he defined from the corresponding flash -x disks & instrument
correlating to the word clue progr ed text. (This individual tach-x

flashes at 1/25 second). In this mariner will drill & train him3elf to see

and'spellcore rapidly and accurately.
, ' .

. .

1
.

2.4 He will take thecorrespondi:ng wcrd clues lesson tests using botY the

programmed test and flash-4., - . ' . 4. .

. 1 %

2.5. He w$11 check his reading lev61 placement on a word cluepretest using words

in context and on a.word clue post-test in context; the teacher administering

this. standardized EDL tASt and recording Ig.t. scores for follow-up pladement

and re-placement.
. ..

. , - ' . . I*

2.6 He will memorize-and write out from memory the definition of Word Clues

objectives: which is for levels 7-13 & builds skills in using context clues,

teaching awareness of multiplmeanings,'& reinforces word knowledge.
..

CONTEXT CLUES - teohnique for u nithcking meaning of arunfamiliar word

through study of4ts setting.

4
WOE. MEANINGS & USAGE -Awareness of, multiple meanings, ability to 'choose '

appropriate meaning from dictionary entry.-,-..ability to change a word's form

c,,,stfit Context; sensitivity to correct usage,. %.

1 .

2.7 He will be able to defin6 any terms used in the above and be low definitions
_

in his ()um wo?ds and concepts 'of the exercises.
0 r. .

,-.._
. e.

1

,_ .
.

. , ,.

.

2.$ VISUAL trairRY -- ability to retain accurate mental images of word forms,
1

-,.. 4.1,Jitfi, all letters,(er figures) in proper sequence.. .
t.

. , .

SP4LING GENERALIZATIONS -- phonetic and structural principled-,that'underlie

the spelling of words sVith similar spelling patterns with the students
.v

discovering the underlying generalizations,ontheir own.

PERCEPTUAL ACCURACY - - rapid identification; accurate repognition,.and
orderly retention of visual material: .

INSTANT W(RD RECOGNITION -- ability to recognize words quickly and accuc.ateIy,
N

vital to efficient reading with good comprehension. . '

. .
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3.0 STLOysKm,..1,13ilaRY (Referenced bases or study kits). LDL CONPOiEn:

3 The LDL student will, without regard to grade or reading level
code, complete 5 SSL lessons per 1/4 credit.

r

3.2 He uill read one of the lesson' sheets chosen from the available

.. 10 of the many boxes. .
..-.

!
. , . ,

3.3 oe will complete_ the corresponding; expendable assignment sheet

over
.

thg lessen chosen. ,

. .

, . .
3.4. .e will check his ansWers from the availablelanswer check sheets.

:\

3.5 lie will record his score and log it ,on the S3L Log lecord to keep

track of .the lessons chosen,. completed, and degree of efficiedcy

in work.

I

;100 Ile will memorize and be able tp write out from memory 4.I ILL

definition of the Study Skill Library objectives bhich is as fo ns:
4 e

.
. - t

3TUDY SKILL6--skills of reading needed for study purposes; for.example

finding author's.purpese, dretrint, conclusions, checking accuracy,

recognizing facts and opinions, finding main ideas,-outlining 1
t.,.

classifying, using parts of a book, using reference material. ',1

.

TACTICS. FOi COHTEIff MLA AL;IDIG--techniqdes for previewing a

chapter, Using typographical aids and illustrations, studying

special vocabulary. ... a

.3.7#,:e uill beable'to define 4*- terms used ih the above definitions in

. his own cords : concepts ok-the"4er:oises. imIt' "-
..... 4444* .

. -
- ,--',

-..;. t -
-,..:s.,

4.0 .LISTEllILG (Tapes E Cassettes) LDL
-..,..---

, . -,

..,,

.
.

.
4.1 The 'Mt.-student will listen to the 5 tapes inthis coded reading

, .,,

..,.

level per 1/4 credit. .

4.2 i e Unit before doing this, follow aloug,in the corresponding

programmed text..

4:3 He will write out the taped speaker's and text's requests.

4.4 He trill score himself as he goes listeninr, along per the immedi

reinforcement of the speaker.

4.5 i.e till compute and record his scores per the percentage charts

in the workbooks and on his individual folder graphs.

:

4.6 Hq uill memorize and trite out from memory the definition of
the EDL program which is a follous in the Listening portion:,

COITIL.;11-1;316T-abiLity to listen uitAll attention,/

discrimination, organization/ and retention.

'MMHG SKTU.i--skills basic to effeOtive listening; analytical,

erpretive, appreciative andcritical thinking.

ftEADIM SKILLSA-needed for content area learning and literary interpreta-

tion.
0

m
;.. .1-
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5.0 ROMIG 300 LIBRARY (paperbacks) EDL COMPONENT

5.1 The ip student will, when able or for flexibility under the contract

4 grade system, read up to 2 as a minimum R-300 paperback books.

5.2 He maysubstitute 1
corresponding book report for each of these

books read in the top(AB) minimum and bottom {C) minimum for

.1/4 credit.

5.3 He will save these.written reports in his folder and do theth accord!,

ing to a standard report assignment sheet.

5,4 He will have thesed subjectively and discussed with him by

his teacher.

5.5 He will proceed toward more such reading activities as his other EDL

.
skills improve until he is able or interested in entering in-part or

whole the other R-5 Components of Communications.

5.6. He will complete enrichment exercises to vary his EDL pattern With

such resources available as the Springboards, Readers Digests, Puzzles,

Book Reports, etc., per teacher consult4tion.

=

5.7 He will complete his optional A & B (5 unite per each) slots with

his extended activities as previously set forth. .

. EiTA.U1ATIOU EDI, -COMPONENT

6.1 Consequently each EDL student will complete a mini um of 30 EDL

lessons per 4./4 ,credit for a C grade,

6.21 He will elect to complete 35 lessons for a 137

6,3 He will elect to complete 40 lessons for anA.

6.4 These lessons are noted and spread Wong the 5 noted performance

objectives.: 1.1 Controlled ReadArg, 2.1 Word Clues & Recognition,

3.1:Study. Skill Library, 4.1 Listening & Reading, Writing, Think

ing and 5,1 Reading' 300 Library. .

-

6.5 :The studentand teacher or aide, records the lessons completed on

his individual folder.
,

-6,6 Given a quantity grade.of C, the student may receive a for quality

on ihose'lesions which -are measurable.
. '

\

.. . .
. .- -

6.7 Oiv n a quantity grade of B, the student' may receive an A for

-qua *tyon,those-lessons which are "measurable.
..

. .

6.8 In t e above'set manner, he will sequentially continue throigh his

1/4 editlaps.up to 4 veers' and in his pre post coded grElde level.

. Uprk oks.

. 27
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MAN AND HIS MODES

1.0 MAN SERIES' STRUCTURED

1.1 Givenl-the text; MAN IN THE FICTIONAL MODE, the student

will atialyze each story in a written composition to

theb4st of his ability all the 8 essential questions

for interpretation of any'fictional narrative, namely:

1.11 What does the author-want me to generalize

about the characters & especially the central

characters?
1.12 What important change or revelation occui,red

in the central character(s)? And/or what

new or significant vision' Of the world did

I grasp through the eyes or sympathy or

.
identification with the central Character(s)?

.13 How can I graph the plot according to thec

growth and release.of tension on the

standard chart of Exposition, Complication,
Climax, Resolution,. and Conclusion?

1.14 How is-the setting integrated with the theme?

1.15 How is the plot integrated with the theme?,

1..16 How arethe.....aparacters
integrated with the

theme?
1.17 From what pointof view is the story told?

1.8 What is the theme of the work? Is it universal?

.2 G.:1=n the text, MAN IN THE EXPOSITORY MODE, the student

will analyze each story in a written composition to

to" the best of .his ability all the,5.essential quespions

for interpretation of any expository work such as essay,

biography,'autobiography, travelog, namely: .'

1:21 Ifhe work is book-length', how does the themp

of each chapter develop .the theme of the whole

book?*
1.22 If the work is a reasonably short essay, lbw

is its theme developed?
1.23-If the work'is biography, what important facts

& judgments about the subject's life fall'into ,

the following time-divisions: (a) his Cultural

& family background, (b) his youth, (c) his

education, (d) his maturity, (e) his declines:

(f) his death, (g) a general analysis of

his persobality4. (h) his.achievements, and

his effect on his own & later generations?

Note: These questions may also apply to

autobiography.
-,

'1...24 If bhe work\is history, whatimportant"
data belongs to one or more of the following

convenient divisions? (a) Year-by-year,

or centruy-by-century, or term-by
term, etc.

(b) The data pertinent to the history of

one nation, then another? (c) Subject-by-

subject--the data of religious importance

'then political, cultural, economic, etc.

1.25 Can E eonttruct a, graph of the plot? What is

28 the significance of the structure & stylp?
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:1.3 Given the tel, MAN IN THE. POETIC MODE,-the student

will analyze at least 20.of the poems in a written
composition to the best of his ability, an wering.

all 'the 5 essential questions for interpr tation of

any pertinent selections covered , namel :

1.31 How does the authorls.use of figurative language

& gymbolg affect yip develop lent of the theme?

1.32 Why did the author/use this *ord or image or

technique rather than another? And what is the,

meaning of his poem in proie language? ,

1.33 How does the imagery of the poem contribute
to the shaping of the theme?

1134 How does the metrical pattern of the poem'. lelp%

shape the meaning of a particular paswage or

the total meaning of the poem and/or its title?

1.35;How 'do rhyme and other audial techniques & style
contribute to the effectof the particular passage

.
or the entire poem?

1.4 Given the text, MAN IN THE DRAMATIC. MODE, the student

-Tall analyze each play in a written composition
answering to the best of his ability all the 5 essential

questions for the interpretation of plays, movies, & TV,

namely:
1.41 What is the total effect of the play as a combined

venture by'author, director, actors; & stage .

. - technicians?
1.42 How does the work as a drama. develop its theme

.in setting,".plot, and character?
1.43;How successfully dOes the.authoi exploit the

various dramatic stage-conVentions to:accomplish
his theme and effect? asides & soliioqta-e-s1---

corlfidants, prologue & epilogue,; Greek -chorus, etc,

1.44 Hbvf can you compare this Written play to the movie

& TV techniques? or-vice versa.

1.45 1-f-.poetic drama or elos4t drama, tragedy or Comedy

is the experience'worthwhile and why?

1.5 wren his choice of 1 NOVEL per each of the. above

'modes, the student will read and. complete a comprehensive

composition' pertinent to any of the above requirements *.

and toe best.of his ability answer the 5 basic

questiohe for interpretatibn of any work, namely:
1.51 What is my final evaluatibn of the work? How.

ddes the work clarify, support, or contradict

my own concept of what the '!food Life" is?

1.52 How does a final reading and analysis of the work

compare with my first unanalyzed impressions?,

1.53 Is the development of the theMe handled so

intelligently that the work help or hinderp me

to understand aspects of,14fe previously confusing

inekpliCatle 'to' me? Or is. it according to my

own philosophy Of life a workto be consede d

artistically inferiOrt or superior?
1-.54How does the theme asit is developed in the work.,

agree with my moral prinCia
1.55How does it compare with other wanks & universal

themes, and why did like or dislike it?

2.9
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2.0 MANKIND 4RIES NON - STRUCTURE %

2.1' Given the non:structuied-MAN SERIES galled MANKIND,

the student will choose an equivalent ount of

SHORT STORIES as related toMAN IN THE ICTIONAL MODE,

and he will analyze each storyin a wr tten composition

to the best of his-ability all the 8 sential`questions

for interpretationlas listed .in- the MAN SERIES. (1.1)

2.2 Given the non-structured MAN SERIES called MANKIND,
the student will choose an %equivalent amount of

. NON-FICTION works as related to MAN IN THE EXPOSITORY
MODE, and he will analyze each 'story in a written

composition to the best 'of bis-ability.all the 5

essential questions for interpretation as listed

in the MAN SERIES. (1.2)

,-27.3 Given the non-structured MAN SERIES called MANKIND,

the student.will chose an equivalent amount of
POEMS available in the two texts, NOW POETRY & HOW

TO READ A POEM;. and he will read the 1st text then'

.write a sample poem patterned after each type encountered

in NOW POETRY. Then he will do all the assignments in

HOW TO. READ A POEM tothe best of his ability, and'
he will take a test over the related 5 essential
questions for interpretation as listed in the-MAN SERIES,

,afso completing the Figures of Spiech test with 70%

:accuracy. (1.3)

PrliFe 24
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2.4 Giveri the non-structured MAN SERIES callo1 MANKIND,

A
the student will-choose an equivaren-amount.of .
PLAYS as' related to MAN IN THE DRAMATIC MODE,

and, he will analyze each ,play in a written .%

composition to the best of his ability all the 5

esential questions *for interpretation as-listed
in the MAN SERIES.. (1.4}

2.5 Given., hip choice-of 1 NOVEL., 3er each of the above

selections,:the student will read and-complete a
comprehensive,compbsition pertinent to. any of the

'abbve requirements and'to the best of his ability

answer the*5 basic questions fof.interpretation of .

any work as listed .411 the MAN SERIES. -(1.5)

2.6. As.i.rieny of these related communications courses,
.'

final evaluations will be'based upon how well the .

individual student supports and presents his own

ideas in relation to his assignments and the subject

matter with emphasis upon quality rather than quantity.

.2,7 Note.: .for each of the Man Series,. Structured & Non-,

struotured,'tha student may have the option.of submitting

1/2 of the required written analyses in the fort of

a simplified boOkreview or\creatIve f011ow-up, namely:

N. posters, collages.diaried,%role taking, sequels, etc.

01. .
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.3.0L CONTACT.SERIES ANTHOLOGIES

. . 3.1 Given any 2 of t e following 8 Cont4ct Series' texts

and themes:
-,DRUGS LAW
ENVIRONMENT LOYALTIES
FUTURE MATURITY
IMAGINATIO. PREJUDICE

'the Atudent,will read, the entire book..

3.2 Given the. corresponding logbook, the student will

* complete at least 3/4 Ofthe assignments and will be
subjectively evaluated according to how.well.he
suppoits his ownideas about the 'related themes.

'3.3- Given the related test(s) over the texts, the student
6, will them with a 70% score.

3.4 Given'extra activities or substittitions per the
student-teacher consultation for individualization
and enrichment, the.stUdent will complete at least
1 activity per-text to be &ubjectively evaluated
for quality.

.3.5 Fital evaluations will be-based upon how well the
individual student suppoits and presents his own
.ideas and upon the total=of the above scones with
emphasis upon quality rather than quantity.'

A
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Mass-Nadia

-1.0 Newspaper

1.1 The student will identify with 70% accuracy the parts of a news-

' paper and its fUnctions.,/

,/

1.2 (Tte student will expla41 the purpose, consthzction and punctua-

tion of headlines.

S.

1.3 The student explain the various ways news is gathered.

1.4 The student will identify arid qr.= analyze the various parts

of a straight ne story as compared to a feature story.

1.5 The student will explain the processes involved in publishing a

newspaper.
es

1.6 The student will scan and skim news articles to locate specific

information.

1.7 The student will use. pictures and tables id the newspaper to get

information quickly.

1.8 The student will figure percentages or games won and lost from

the sports page.

1.9 The student will interpret figurative.l!anguagp, mythological

allusions and words derived from Greek:and Latin as used on the

sports page.

1.10, The student will distinguish between information the paper re-'

ports on its own authority and information it attributes to others,

1.11 The student will compare and analyse several versions of the same

story.
.1

1.12 The ent will use the mathematical: processes needed to figure

true interest and the'dollar difference. between a cash

purchase a credit purchase.

1.13 The student ascertain the kinds of'jobs available and the

qualificatio experience each requires by reading newspaper

ads,

1.14 The Student a newspaper editorial differentiating

between informa ibn opinion. .

1.15 'The studentWill ''ead' the pictorial symbols in Which the edi-

torial cartoon expresses' opinions.

1.16 The student will analyie letters to the editor and will write his

own.

32
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1.17 The student will explain the purp6se Of special columns in the

newspaper.

1.18 The student will compare ad copy and editorial copy.

1;19 The student will practice using ads.to establish price range for j

a purchase, become familiar with fedtures to look for; figure

credit costs, -infer ani distinguish information from-

non-informatidn. . . . .

'-1.20 The student sill gather information arr evaluate Pro-end-con.

arguments concerning political issues.

1:21 The stilaint will read and interpret stockmarket tables, figure

diviaerids and determiw' Profit, and loss.on the sale of ;Woks.

1.22 The student will discern how the affects the stock market.

1.23 The student will develop'criteria to use in evaluating newspapers.

1.24 The student will defin4 "fraeipress".

1.25 The student will define with 70% accuracy given newspaper. ergan.

.

9
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ORAL COMMUNICATIONS

1.0 SPEED' I/. & SPEAKING

T student will complete the check sheets
1. pri is speaking abilities to measure himself to

.stan and yard sticks on speaking.

.1.2 He will record a critical incident which occurred
on the, Job or elsewhere, filling'in one complete
sentence per blank, & consequently he will tell
about this 412ident in an impromptu speech or
role playing situation to the group.

l.3 The student will listen to several of the taped
Great American Speeches series and critique them.

1.4' The student will measure the above speeches and be
measured by his teacher on his critiquing complete-
ness according to detail & specifics in note taking.

1.5 The student will take a'pop quiz over what the
function of critiquing is and pass it with a
70% score.

2.0 OUTLINING & OAGANIZING

2.1 The student will correlate outlines on dIscussion
and debate to the corresponding cartoons Worth up
to 11 units.

2.2 The student will be'graded on the outcome of his
y

. .

eerk%latton endeavors bhis teacher's written &
spoken feedback.

.
. e

2.3 The student will compare his correlations to those,
g'his classmates.

2.4 The student will make one of his own outlines &,'
one of his own calitoons about oral communications.

2.5. The student will log what parts of the abbve ex-e
ercises. on the Outlining & Of'gahizing lap in .c?

which he took part and was rated. *

C
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3.0 PARLIAMENTARY PROCEDURE

3.1 The student will study ktake a test over the
Chart of Motions for Pariamentary,Procedure
passing it-with at least a 70%.score.

3.2 Vire student will conduct a mock meeting in a

mock election or. other

3.3 The student wilt follow the, mock meeting Order of
4Usiness & be able to write out this Order..

3.4 The student will keep notes on the procedures &

outcomes of the meeting(s).

3.5 The student will log what parts of the above
exercises on the prepeeding lap in which he was
involved & rated.

4.0 THE BOMB TECHNIQUES.

-.4.1 The student Will,read the handout problem on THE

. BOMB or a related problem, and .discuss assignmerits.

4.2 -The student *willrOle play the pares established
in the problem-solving BOMB Tap.

4.3 The student will solve as a group the BOMB or .
a related problem.

4.4, The student will examine.the discussion critique (s)

& critique a previous. discussion as well as his own.

4.5 The student will log what parts of the above exercises
on techniques laps in which he was involved, rated, lc.

critiqued.

5.0 PROBLEM SOLVING

5.1 The student will summarize the'Motivated Sequel-1de

over his problem-Solving acticrity(s)"on THE BOMB or

c,other such exercises.

5.2 iThe.student will correlate the speaker's MOtiVated
. Sequence steps to-the Scientific Method & Group ,

Discussion Methods .of.oproblem.solVing.

5.3 The student ,will 14st on the Five' Steps. Cartoon
those steps to problem solving that he has memorized
for procedural purposes.

5.4 The student will pass a pop quiz over the EIrve
procedures & pass it' withAl 70-Store.

5.5 Ai in all Oral Communications activities, the

student will be evaluated upon Ili own,his peers" '

& his'teacher's evaluations & pp.rtie ations with
full knOwled4e that he is judged withou biai but

.upon how well he supports his own ideas i elation-

ship to the subject matter being covered.

1'
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.0 TOPICS STRUCTURED f.
$

A 6.1 The student will by parliamentary procedure or
other-procedure choose a broad topib from the
10 possible areas of suggested topic kick -offs;

namely: Law & Liberty; ,Life Facts of; Manners;
Marriage,;MOvies, Radio; 21.r; parentL-Child Relation-
ships;,Psyehology; Politics & Government; Sex

Differences, Sociology.
.

6.2 The student will.then either limit this choice to
a sub-topic of 10 by the same process & /or
-complete all questions on the questionaire after
discussion to be graded subjectively by his teacher.

6.3- The student will discuss the topic chosen by the

group employing those aspects of the previous

laps set.

6.4 The student will evalgate'himself & peers through
tapeplaybacks & on group discussion or other

critiques..

6.5. The student will log Paris of the above
exercises on the topics laps in which he was

involved & rated

7.0 TOPICS NON-STRUCTURED

7.1 The stOdentwill do exactly as with the Structured

Topics in (6.0).
.

7.2 The student will, because of the nature\of the .

class, participate in any other speech activities

he & his clasSmates, & teacher find themselve ,

'gravitated toward.

8.0 DEBATE

8.1 The student will listen to several types of debates

and will conduct several types of,debates with_

hit classmates using the debate formates for note

taking, making, &. critiquing. ,

8,.2 The student mayl elect. to conduct any of the

Structured or Non-structured Topics for discusakz1

in a debate mander.

36
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Reading, Skills
.

1.0 Tactics in Reading Skills

1.1 The student will determine with 70% accuracy the correct meaning

of a given number of words using context, sound clued, structUre

and the dictionary.

1.2 The student will divide with 709 accuracy a given number of words

into syllables.

1.3_ The student will' identify with :70% accuracy the central idea and

the supporting ideas in given paragraphs.

1.4 The student willdetermine with 70% accuracy which ideas have

been suggested in a given story.

1.5 The student will be-able to arrange with 70% accuracy a given

number of events In the order in which they occur in a given story

he has read without referring back to the story.

The student will identify-with 70% accuracy the things being can -

pared by various figures of speech in given sentences.

1.7. The student will determine with 70% accuracy the meanings of a

given number of sentences;_ .

1.8 The student will decide with 70%'accuricy which conclusions-

can reasonably be made from information pi-edented in a giVen

Amber of short peragapbdt

1.9 The student will identify with 70% accuracy which Of the following

tterns a given number of paragraphs contains: the time order,

omparison4contrest, cause effect or Simple listing.

2.0' Problem Solving in ReadingSkills'(Name of the Game)

2.1 The student will answer correctly a given number of problem

solving questions covering a given number of short storied.

212 The student will evaluate. a. given number of storms on the basis

Of heir validity and Possible application to his own life.

1

2.3 The,student_mill compOse a given number of short stories, or story

endings similar in mood and type to the given selections.,

2'.4 The student will,. with 70% accuracy4 define from context a given

number of pertinent words from each story. -

2.5 The student will listen to and analyze a recorded song pertaining

to this unit of short stories.

2.6 The student will.complete-with 70% accuracy a given number of word

games and reference book exercises,

3 7
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'1.0 TroubleShooter in Spellirt

1.1 The student will spell with aocuAacy words-by sdOine given

consonants to a given nutberof word endingsvrboginnings.
.

1.2 The student will use digraphs,and dipthongsto spell with 70%

accuracy a giVen number of wow&
1 e

1.3 The student will distinguish between the different` sounds of c

and g with 70%accuracy in a giVen number of words.
---, )

1.4 The student will distinguish between lcng and short'voWel sounds

with 70% accuracy in a given nurtpoerLof words.

5 The student will apply spellinOvles concerning adding-suffixes
beginning with vowels to spell a given number of words with 70%

accuracy.

1.6 The-student will apply spelling rules concerning le and ei to
spell a given number of *Mb with 70% accuracy:

1.7 The student will apply spelling rules concerning forming plurals

tospell a given number of words with 70% accuracy.

1.8 The student will spell a givenhumber of commonly misspelled

words with 70% accuracy.

1.9 The student will alphabetize a given number of words with 70%

accuracy.

1.10 The student will determine Stith 70% accuracy what Wodid

appear on the same page'in a dictionary as two given guide words.

1.11 The student will promounce.With 70% accuracy a given number of

'words he has looked up.in the-dictionary.

The student will spell with 70% accuracy a given number of words

using common roots, prefixes .and suffixes.
,-

1.13 The student will differentiate between' synonyms, antonyms and

\ homonyms with 70% accuPacy'in,a.given list of words and sentences.

1.14 NThestudent will identify with'7,04acc

'be used in a given sentence-fran a list of

correct words to
'misused: words.

1.15 The student will select with 70% accuracy the4Unve ed word .

from a set, of related word's in a given number or word t3.

\
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Vocabulary

1.0 Word Studies

1.1 The student will livid.. 41th 70% accuracy a giver). number of words

into syllables-marking the vowel and consonant sdunds and insert-

ing accents,'

1.2 The student will underline with 70% accuracy dipthongs and digraphs

coo
f
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in a given number of, rds.

1.3 The student will write with 70% accuracy the abbreviation for the

parts of speech of a given number of words and use than in sentences.

1.4 The student will Identify with 70% accuracy the word root\and

formulate and spell a new word from a'giVen number of words.

1.5 The student will formulate with 70 accuracy new words by \
adding suffixes or prefixes.

1.6 The student will determin with 70% accuracy the meaning of a given

number of words using the meanings of roots, prefixes and suffixes.

1.7 The student will formulate antonyms with 70% accuracy by adding

or changing prefixes in a given number of words.

1.8 ,The student will correct with 70% accuracy a
incorrectly hyphenated words.

1 9 The student will formulate with 70% accuracy

given number of words. b.

1.10 The student will fore with 70% accuracy the poSsebsives or con-

tractions of a given number' of words. -. ,..

1.11 The student will indicate with 70% accuracy the Correct prbnuncia-

tion or a given list, of words using diacritical marks./

1.12 `fie student will ccmpleteWith 70% accuracy a Wen number of

sentences with foreignwords that, have been incorpbrated into our

vocabulary.

given number of

the plural of a_

1.13 The student will define with 70% accuracy a giVen number of dia-

criticaliharks and list with 70% accuracy a Igivftl numberof words

that would' make use' of marks.

1.14 The student will identify with 70% accuracy a given number of

proper nouns.
. ,

1.15 The student will ch with 70% accuracy all wor6 which have been .

misused in a given h. .-. p--
...-

1.16 The student will choose with 70% accuracy the correedr-sRen.ed
-....

word to fit in a given number of sentences.

4
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1.17 The student will choose with 70% accuracy the correct capi

city for a giveenumber*of states.

1.18 The student will give with 70% accuracy the propdr\abbieyiation

for a given number of phrases.
s

1.19 The. student will define and %se in a sentence, with

a given number of technical or special interest' yo

a

A.

a

% accuracy

A

ti
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Vocational Ccomunications

C

I'.0 < Business Cammunications''.': . . '' ....

1:1 The studenfwill torrectly fill out an order form.. .

.

, ,

1.2 the student will correctly .write aria prepare for mailirig a given

. number'ef 4usineisNletters.
:.

......- , 1 .

1.3 The student Will correctly fill out a-social security application.

. % .

1.4 ,The student will-select the Words indicated by a given number

.- of abbreviations used in want ads..
,

. ,.

1.5 The student 'will effectively answer,a..chosen want, ad with a_tele-:

'
phone eAll.

.

, . ,

. . -..
.

,
All

4.

y ,
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,
1.6 The student will correctly prliparea-personal data sheet for his

. awn use,

1.7 The student will correctly write a letter of.applibation.

.1.8 The student will correctly' fill. out a given mute-T.0i job

application forms.`

1.9 The student will evaluate- letters of application, personal data:*

sheets,, application forms, letters of.refelience Ld interviews

for a given miter of, job applicants.
-

1.10 Tile student will conduct an effectiie interview and. evaluate it _

according to given criteria.

ti

I
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2.0 INDUSTRIAL OCIMICATIONS

'2.1 The student will read & take notes from the 5 listed

areas of the text COMMUNICATIONS IlipMUSTRY, namely:

2.11 Radio & !otiOn Pictures
2.12 News...4r-, itgazines,Books
2.13 Telep & Telegraph

2.14 U. S. i°Ost Office Department

2:15 Business Management

2.2 The student will select 1 or more areas of potential

interest in each of the 5 listed Job Opportunities

sections & write a proper letter to request information

& brochures from the Sources of Information sections,

using sample letter forms.

2.3 The student will mail these 5 letters to his' chosen Sources

of Information sections after they have been approved,

corrected mechanically by & with his teacher & rewritten

in ink,or,if capable;typed.

.2:4 The student will compile a resource notebook of materials

received from his correspondences for fut&u'e references &

comparisons.

2.5 The student will prepare an interview sheet with 10 or

more_ appropriate questions he would like to ask each of

his 5 chosen areas of industry in town.

2.6 The student will conduct each interview, taking notes, or

if this is impossible will listen & take notes to 5 or

more interview tapes, writing a 1 page essay about each

Interview TaRe.:-

. tf
2.7 The student will s4imit his -ovafeonsumerexperiences

analyses op that of his friends' in an essay over each

of the 5"typeS of industries with aininimm of llpagel

2.8 The student will study the total text, section, & glossary

to take a multiple choice/ true false test over the text

scoring 70% proficiency.

2.9 The student will be allowed sane flexibility at teacher

discretign to substitute the A/S/ Vocational Decisions

or other vocational supplements for the interview or'

resource sections.

2.10 Each assignment will be subdectivelgl ft3divi kv 11y Osigned

a letter'grade according to effort, outcome, quantity &

. quality averaged.
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Behgariqral Objectives Consumer ilath

IAP 1.0 Improving PlindaMentals

Page 37

1.1 Giiren an addition problem.with varied digits, the

student will find the sum with 70% accuracy.

1.2 Given a subtraction problem Idtb varied-digits, the

student will find the difference with 70% accuracy.

1.3 Given tifree multiplication probleths with a multiplier

of two digits or larger, the student will find the

product with70% accuracy.

1.4 Given four-division problems with divisors of two

digits or more, the student will find the quotient

with 70% accuracy.
1.5 Given two word prOblems on.averages the student will

be able to ccepute an average,and find anis-sing

number given the average with 70% accuracy.

1.6 Given a word problen the student will demonstrate

his knowledge of the four basic operations by selecting

the correct operation and finding the -solution with

705 accuracy.
,..

LAP, 2.0 'Fractions

2.1 Given a fraction the student will be able to name.

its numerator and denaninatar
2.2 Given a mixed number the student will change it to

an improper fraction with 70% accuracy.

2.3 Given a non -prime fraction the student will reduce

it'to prime with 70% accuracy.

2.k Given a list* of fractiohs with =canon den tors,

the student will rank then in order of with

70%.accuracy.

2.5 Given three problems with mixed fractions and un

common denominators the student will find the sun

\c/
or difference with 76% accuracy.

2.6 Given two problems with mixed fractions the student

will find the product or quotient with 7Q accuracy.

2.7 Given three word problems the student will select

one of the four'basic operations and' find' the solutions

with 70% accuracy.'

IPA 3.0 Decimals

3.1 given a decimal the student will change -it to a

fraction with 70% accuracy.
3.2 Given a numeral fraction or written fraction (english)

fraction, the student will write it as a decimal,

with 70% accuracy.
/3.3 Given a list of deciMals of varied digits the student

will rank then 4in order of size with 70% accuracy.

3.4 Given two problems the student will convert from

a form of measure to the corresponding aliquot part

with 70% accuracy.

3.5 'Given two problems with varied decimal digits the

student will find the sum-or difference with 70% accuracy.
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3.6 piv two multiplication problems with varied

dec digits and multipliers of two digits

or more the student' will find the product With-

70V curacy'..

3.7 Gi n two division piOblems with varied decimal'

is and divisors of three or more digits the

hr\ras
student rill find ttg quotient with 705 accuracy.

3.8 Given t word profile the student will apply

the four is operations and arrive at a solut-

ion with 7O accuracy.

IPA 4.0 Per Cent

4.1 Given two varied decimals the student will change

them to a per cent with 7N accuracy. .

4.2 Given a per cent, decimal, and fraction thd student

will change than tole. common form end rank than

in order of size, withq0% accuracy.
4.3 'Given five lord statements using variations of per

cent of the students will translate theni into an

algebraic statement and find the solution with

70% accuracy.
4.4 gdven four word problems requiring finding a per

cent one numSer is of another, the student will

find the solution with 70% accuracy.

LAP 5.0 Using Tne.Services.CT ATenk

5.1 given four interest problems with a variety of

interest rates and'ame periods, the student will

compute the interest by the simple interest method

with 70% accuracy. .
-

,

5.2 Given four-interest,problemslpdtlia, variety of

interest rates and time periods less ttemt one year,

the student will compute the interest lising the 6%

60 day method, with 70% accuracy.

5.3 Giian a bank balance and checkbook balance the.

student will repo e his checking account with

7Q% accuracy.

5.4..Gfven appropriate
will be able to de
of. various bank service

LAP 6.0 Savings Ancl.,Investment

n' figures the student
the cost ardbadvantages

a

. .

6.1 -Given two problems the stud
,purchase price of U.S. Savings

accuracy.
6.2 Given two problems the student computethe

purchase price and interest on $11N1 par value

bonds, with 70% accuracy.
6.3 Given two problems .the student will _fired the cost'

Of, stock pruchased with 70% accuracy.

6.4 G&ven a bond purcah.se arxlastobic purchase the

student will find the rate of return on each of

these investments with 701 accuracy.

6.5 Given two compond interest problems the student

Will find the interest due by repetitions use of

the sirple interest method with 7Q% accuracy.

will determine the
rids, o3ith 70% -

4 4
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LAP 7.0 Purchasing Goods Services' page 39

7.1 Given two problems stating the cost,and per-cent

ofmark---up or discount the student will bind

the selling price, with 70% accuracy.

7.2 Given two problems static g the invoice terms the

student will find the cash discount and amount

due, with 705 accuracy.
7.3 GiVen the total costs and total sales the student

will compute the gross profit and the net profit,

with 70% accuracy.
7.4 Given two problems stating the cost and gross profit

'the student will determine the per cent of markup

with 70% accuracy.

7.5 Given three problems dealing wibh installment purchases,

the student"will find the credit charge, total price

and amount of each payment, with 70% accuracy.

LAP 8.0 Taxes

8.1 Given three problems detailing the hours worked k

and rate of pay, the student will compute the total

wages $ F.I.C.A. with 70% accuracy.

.8.2 GiVen-two purchases the student will compute the

sales tax due, with 70% accuracy. .

8.3 GiVenthree word problems on property taxes the

student will compote the assessed valuations the

tax rate,' and the tae due., with 70%-accuracy.

$.4 Given two problems, on income tax the student-will

find the adjusted gross incame (taxable income).and

the tax due, with 705 accuracy.

LAP 9.0 Insurance

9.1' Given two problemsdetailing the territory dlelltion

and. basic rate the student will compute the

types.of liability coverage, with 70% accuracy.

9.2 Given three"word problems covering general liability

collisidn autombbile insurance, the student will

find the amount paid by'theinLrance company and'

the policy holder, with 70% accuracy.

9.3 'Given three word problem on fire insurance and home-

_ owners insurance, the student will compute the pram/ran'

and the amount covered in a specified instance of

damage
two

70% accuracy.

9.4 Given two problems on life insurance the student will

determine the-premium cost and the amount the beneficery

will receive (dependent upon the type of insurance),

with 70% accurancy.

LAP 10.'0 Special Problems

0 10.1 Given three probelMs the student will-divide his

into budget categories by percent_allocation,

with 0% accuracy.
10.2 Given two problems on depreciation, the. student will

' find the average annual depreciation and the estimated

value of equipment, with 70% accuracy. .
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10.3. Given twaprdbleMs, the student will compute weekly wages and

overtime on a weekly basis, with 705 accurancy.

ic" . .-

10.4 Given two problems, the student , will determine weekly wages

and overtime on a daily basis; with 79% accuracy.'

page 39.A
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Behayiroal Objectives

LAP 1.0 Fractions

Page 40

.bth II

1.1 Given two -problems of adding:numerous-mixed fractions with

uncommon denominators, the student will find the sum with

70% accurancy.
1.2.Given three problems of subtraction of mixed.iYactions,

with uncommon denominators, the student will arid the sum

with 70% accuracy.

1.3 Given two multiplication problems of mixed fractions the

student will find the product with 7b% accuracy.

1.4 Given two division of mixed fractions problems, the student

will find the quotient with 70% accuracy.

1.5 Given three problems wi6saithlimum of three mixed fractions

and a combination of the operations'of multiplication and

division the student will f* the quotient with 70%

accuracy.
1.6 Given three word problems, the student will sekect a

combination of the four basic opera ons and find the

\ solutions with 705 accuracy.

.

LAP 2.0 Decimals
0

2.1 Given two problems in addition or subtracti of mixed

decimals the student will find' the sum or dif ce with

70% accuracy.
2.2 Giveethree multiplication of mixed decimals prob the

,

student Will find the product' with 70% accuracy.

2.3 Given two problems in division of decimals with divi s

of three digits- or more, the-student will fipd the quo ent

with 70% accuracy.
--2.4---Given three-varied fractions, the student uill dhange them

to a decimal and then to a per cent with 70%.accuraty.

2.5 Gientwo word problems. concerning the indestrial application

of per cent, the student frill find the solutianyiin 705

accuracyl

, LAD 3.0 Pqcentage

3.1 Given four problems in finding "Percent of . The student

will change the varied fractional, decimal equivalent end

determin4rre required percentage with 20% accuracy;

3.2 Given three number sentences in using per. cent, the student

Will phange tnem to algebraic. statements and find the-

required solution with 70% accuracy.

3.3 Given tree vord problems dealing with.consuer applications

of per .cent, tree student will use an algebraic statement

and find the solution with 70% accuracy.

0
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LAP 4

LAP 5

. 41

Finance

page 41

4.1 given four -problems in converting froM one twit of
Measure .to another unit of' measure, the "student will

fin.1 the solution with 70% acc

4 .2 Given ti/o

-will

de
, 14.3 Given t

student
accuracy.

/IA Given two

e , the st
1:*

y..

word problems in trial finance:the student

e production costs 10 tential sales and

the solvency of the c with 70% accuracy.
the

70%

problems concerning eduction frc weekly_

nt will figure weelcly, ce home pay or

before deductions, wit 707 accuracy.

.

ward problems in mark up or discount,
determine the new selling price ud

RatiO & Prop9rtion

5.1 Given four pro ems comparing one t, to another; the .

student will ess them indo,simplifi ratio form, with

70% accuracy.
5.2 Giveafturyord roblems detailing'variou consumer uses

- or direct proportion the Student will set u the proportion

and find the solution with 70il'accuracy.

5.3 Given two indirect proportions on gear reduction the student

will set up the proportiori and find the solutionqith 70%

accuracy,

Geomentry a Formulas

6.2, Given thral:e problems ill=ustrating a rectangle, triantlela

knd circle, the student will find the perimeter and area

by writing the approprfate formula, substituting and
arriving at al-solution with 70p, accuracy..

Ciyeri-fwo_wordt-probkmm_oniectangles4 circle'or
triangle thestudent will write the formulalsubstitlite

and solve for any of the variables in the formula, with.

10p accuracy. .1"

6.3 GiVe the dimenSions of a rectangular solid, the student

will find the volume, with.7pd accuracy. . .

6.4 Given two word problems employing the use of the distance

formula, the student will, writelthe formulas substitute

and solve for any variable in the formula, with 70,E accuracy

6.5 Given two word problems onintarest, the student will.

writ:: the formular, substitute arid solve for any variable

in the formula, with 70,E accuracy.

O
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PourLasic Operations on Polymonials

page 44

7.1 Given two probleMs containing polynomials, the student.

.williadd or subtract then with 74., accuracy.

7.2 Given four problems containing monomials, the student

will multiply or 'divide these with' 70p accuracy.

7.3 Given-two bioMials, thesistudents will find the product

with 74, accuracy.
7.4 Given three problems in multipXicatipn of polynomials

by monomials by remo of parentheses, the student

will simplify them wi 11,70,., accuracy..

7.5 Given three polynomialsthe student will divide by

pinomials:and find the quotient, With 701., accuracy.

Lip S Literal .equations

LAP 9

8.1 The student. upon inspeCtion of'an equation will name

its decree.
8.2 Given two probltms of equations:in one variable, the

student will find the solution set with 701., accuracy.

8.3 Given Z,wol5robl'ems containing single operation equations,

the student will find the solution to a selected

varribl0 in terms of other variables, 'with 70,, accuracy.
Givenfive probl...ns containing numerous unknowns, thi.

student, Frill find the solution sat for a selected .variable

in terms of other.variables, with 70p accuracy.

946 The student will correctly substitute the solution set

in all the above equations and check the problemS.

Systems of linerar /.;CitlatiOpS.
4

9.1 Giventwo problems With values for or Y1 the student .

will substitute and solve for the otheryariable, with

. 70,.aecuracy. . , -
. .

9.2 Given two problems with system of linerar equitions.the

--..

.
student will solve them by addition, with 7,0,a- accuracy.

9..3. Given two problems with systeM*"linear efluatibns the

i' student will solve them by subtrac tion: with 70,.,. accuracy

9.4 Given two problems- with systems of 4near equations the

4 student will solve them by addition Snbtraction:

115 Given tow problems with systems of linear equations,..

_ the student, will solve them by the substitutid$ method , .

wipth 70,, Ace acy. .

.

IA? 10 Applications to Problems
....

10.1 Given five word problemsCoaainig-nuMber sentences,

tte student will translate thereinto. albebraic statements
and find solution, set with 70; accuracy.

10.2 'Given tiro problems oh consecutive integeres, t,le

student,will find the integers with 70:accuraey.

10.3 Using the distance formula and box , the student t

set up and sole for the missing; variable in common,

travel problems with 70, accuracy.

o' .
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page 42

14P 1.0 1.1 -Given two multiple digit whole numbers the student will round

theM to a selected digit with 7014 accuracy.

- ..

1.2- Given two addition
problems.OLS,hree addents or more the student

will find the sum-with 701:7 accuracy,

1.3 Given three subtraction problems the student willfind the

difference-with 70p accuracy.

1.4 Given three Multiplicaqon problems containing a minimum of three

digits in the multiplidand and multiplier the student will

compute the correct answer with 70,J accuracy.

1.5 Given five .division problems varying from one- digit to three digit.-

divisibps the student will find the quotient with 70,4 accuracy.

1.6 Given three word problem requiring the use of combinations of the

four basic, operations Lhe student will compute the answer with

70,; accuracy.

UP 2.0 7LUCTIOU ,

2.1 Given six problemS containing proper fractions and improper

fractions the student will change them to simplest form with

70;4 accuracy.

2.2 Given three problems containing 2 or,more proper fractions the :,.

__ Will correctlyidetemine
thdrlowest co iron denominator and

change the fra4ions to equivalent fractions in the LCD with

743 accuracy.

2.3 Given three problems in addition of fractions with uncommon

denominators-tip student will dompute the sum with 744 accuracy.,

2.4 Given three subtraction problems involving uncommon denominators

,and,borrotang, the student will compute the differenceiwith

70-, accuray. _ 1

LAP 3.0 -FRACTIONS
.

3.1 Given three fradtions with different denominators the student will

, .
rank them in size from lirgost to.smaIlest

.3,2 GiVen two mixed numbers thb student will change them to
.. .

improper fraction's with 70,4 'accuracy.
.

,

3.3 Given three problems t
.

ealing with multiplication of mixed numbers

the student will solVe them with 70,4 accuracy.

3.4 Given three problems dealing frith division of mexed nuMbqrs the .

the student will find quotient' with 70,0 accuracy.

3.5 Given four number sentences *the student will translate:them

. into alcebraie.statements-and save them with 70e a7ccuracy

3.6 Given 2 word problems the student will reduce. them to alEiebraie,

. .statements and solve them with 70", accuracy,'
.
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LAP 4.0 :IL &L3

. ,4.1 Giv il four problems -rte= with readini, decimals the student 4

, will hance them from then -to _;nclisn and visa versa and

- w511 be able to them irci-eide size, with 70;.. accuracy. _ . _,;..

.
4.2 2 Given to problem involvinc a.. on of a decimal orvaried-'%'

.
dicil,s, the student will compute che'sum with 70., accuracy.

4.3' Givqn two problems Inlibl..iinc subtraction of decimals of varied

dicits, the student will_comflute the difference with 70,., accuracy.

4.4 Given two problems involvinc multiplication of decimalS tile-student

will compute the product with 70;., accuracy.

4.5_ Given three varied division'of decimals problemsthe student will

compute the quoti.;nt with 70,, accuracy.

. 4.6 Given two problems invol7inc the- use of the four basic operations

with decinals,,the gt,uden'.-3.-will find the answers with 70,, accuracy.

LAP 5.0 D...CILAL3
"E.

Given three problems dealing:2, with'multiplication and division of

' decimals, thq6s'-udent will solve. them by applyinL his knowledte

of factors or 10 andmovint, the decimal point, with an accuracy

of 70,, . ...

5.2 Given three fractions with denominators that are fractions' of 10

the student will chance 'them to decimals with 70,., accuracy.

5.3 Given two fractions the student will chance them to decimals

' with 70;., accuracy. .
.

5.4 Given three decimals.Ehd student will ehance.them to fractions

with 70;) accuracy.

5.5 Given two problems involving decimalg and fractions the student

trill convert to one or the other and solve-the problems with 70,.,

. accuracy. :

5.6..Given twos problems_ invoivinc muitiplica ion or division .by 50 and

'the student_will\spv;e thqm by the shOrt method with 70,, accuracy.

t

LAP 6.0, 1/.21. Jr_ii \ . \
'

6.1 Given six-problerls involvinc all variations of per cent the

student will chan&e them to a decimal with 70,,, accuracy.

6.2 Given sib problems' inyblviivall ,variations of decimals t4o

student will change tham.t6-a-pci..cent with 70,, accuracy. :

6.3 Given four problems.involvinc all variations of per cents the

student will charK,o them' to a fraction with 70,., accuracy.

6.1. Given fbur fractions of all variations the student will chance

them to a per-cent%Ath 70;f., accuracy. -1

$.4
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page 4o ':

7.1 Givbn three pnbbl.ms ino1vin findin, the per cent of a numbers

the studn', will find the solution with 701 accuTaey.

7-.2 LiIOt three findinL What pet cent one number is -,

of anotherT4mlier, the sLudenL will find the solution with 70,) decuracy:,

7.3 Given .,hree problems involvinL findin what number Is specified

per cent of another numer, the student will find.the,Isblution

with 70,. accuraci.
7.4 Avon six word problems varied consumer applications'

O. findinl, per cent, ;-..he studenL will sovle them with 70,4 accuracy.'

J.0 sL ROOT3
.

' 1 .2-iven six Varied numb rs ( wholenumbers fractions, mixed.fractions

decimgls) the sL,dnt w4.1 svar6 them with'70,4 accuracy.

3.2 Aven ,raried numbers (whole-numbers-fractions, and decimals.)

the student la nq'tho square root with 70,.. accuracy'. ,r

Q.3. Give three word ?rob- with applications of squares

and, square -roots,' the st5deni, 1 solve them with 70,4 accuracy.

.

ci.1 Given Lhree word problems the.studea will apply his knowledae

'.of the area of a rectanLle,and find the solution, Lo these Qonsumer

applicationswith.70, accuracy.

;.2 GiVbn a word. prc*leml-thb student will compute the area .of a

° ,:ti"iAnle with 70, accuracy, .

1

,

.

i7en Lwo word problems tiro student will apply his knowledsc. .'

of the ,area of h circle to -find the solution with 70,., accuracy.- -,

cf,/,.-
Given a trapezoid and its di.!rensions tho Student will compute

. . . .

its accurac wa,tn 742,... accuracy. a I

:.5 Given threJ word piolilems involvinL varied ponsumer" applications

of volume the student will'find the 761uma,with. 70? acturq..cy.

1,A2 10.0 C01-31.7.:_,It A??LICAT.10if.'5

10.1 Given Lwo word probrems dealinL with automobile expenses the _

stildeW, will find 6iles per ,allon distance, rate and time with

70,, accuracy.

10.2 Given four word problems gn insallmeWbuyinL tho,student 1411

compute credit chane, monthly payment andUtal-cost with

.110,, accuracy. .

10.3 given Lwo problems 40alinz, with taxation, the student will find

the slacs tax due, and. the bud''et Liven the mill levy and asseAs)d

valuation, with 70;.. accuracy. ,

10.4 aven uwo problems dealinL with fire and life insurance the student

and the "premium due, 'with 70, accuwaoy.

-.
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z,,_;i1;tval-u4L nr_zrrnr,s 31,111., RAM,

Pate 1,15

LA? 1.1. 3ta..,i7D'IC,
.

Scientific ::otition: ?recramed handbook and wort, sheet to be

completed by student prior to tc)4.in test.

1.1 'Uvor. four problems the student W.11 transforma'number into .

notation lice versa, with 70,, accuracy.

1.2 Given two multiplicaLion problems, the: student will set up and

solve them usinL, notations, with 70p accuracY.

1.3 .iven two division problme, the stueent will sot up and solve

the usin notation, with 70,, decuracy.

1.1, Civen a problem combihin; the operations of mult.plicat ion

at 1 division, the student, will set up and- solve them usinL,

otat,ion, with 70d accuracy.

1.5 -:liven 'a word prob em, the student will select the appropriate

operation-and set p. and solve it usinL, notation, with 70d accuracy.

'Lix12 2.0.. C.14.1TIPLICATI0:". n DIVISI011

Slide Ilule Divisioni Instruction manual paL;e 3 ---pao

'1'est witSikbe simihlr to Lap 1 only a slide rule must be used and

tests will be simed.. 3u,:estion: Do work sheet in lap 1 over usipii

your slide. rule and compare yeUr ansvers.

2.1 Given six Multiplication problems, the student will set thou

up in notation and .find the product usinc the slide rules-with

70;, accuracy.

2.2 Uven six division probloms?-'the student will set th em up i

notation and find the quotient usinL the -slide r 1 70,E

-accuracy..
. .

2.3. . Given two problems req uirtinAltiple operations pf

"multiplication or division,..the_student will set them up

voitation and find the solution usinL,- the slide rule; with-

70p az-curacy.
_ - _

Giverf.a. -word >roblem, the student will select the appropiatol-

operations and'irii*-4-4c solution usinz, the slide rule; iitlii

70d accuracy.

LAP 3.0 soriaa CUitc-43

. 3.1 Cizzon four problems, the stpdont will square or babe them / - t

usin:2, a slide rule, with 70d accuracy.
..

3.2. Caw six.probloms the student will find the square Or.6U8o'root
.

using a 'slide rulc:'with 70,, acourac:f.'
,,

,

3:3 Given three problems, the student rill use_ the CI Scale to

c6iapute the reciprocal: with 7o accuracy. . . .

3.r, 'Ago two prob) ems, the student will.firstpultiply then and

/ then divide t1:E2.1 tIsia, the 31 Scale, with7Ctfaccuracy.,.. 's

3.51 Civen fi7U ptobloMs c9biain- hll tile_opbration peoviously-

d,,j, ' , '3 , s / -. f 3. ). The ,
I

learned. ( -- '3

.',"student will rind ,the solution.Usim the slide ruloi with:70,, '.

accuracy.-. .
.

t
..-

I
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INTRODUCTION TO OBJECTIVES FOR THE READING PROGRAM

AT R-5 HIGH SCHOOL

.
The following is an attempt to seek the means by which objectives of

B. can best be pzt into effect in the Reading Department. It is my hope

that there will always be a great deal of additional insights mustered

both as additions and as correctives to these.

1. Evaluation
.

Self -eveluation,opportunities.is an important aspect ,in the, study

of teading. EfOrts aie made to encour ge'each student in the following:
.

a) 'An awareness of the object
ve. .,

.b) A self-ev'sluation of a student's owa accomplishment in the

lit of his ability. Emp4adis on teacher evaluati n IS softened

.
to the, extent that the student' controls his grade per

.ine weeks. My evaluations focus on tpecificedding disabilities

that are observable through diagnostic: testing and through

s*istions of otherstaff members.

and

. .Skills and concepts notconceptsts ar nt t dmselves; but rather in

each students'needs.
y

relationchip to pftseut needs' and problems Jude
. 4

.
No-o4ill or concept is 4.44 withoul..the student experiencing the practical

-..

applibation'bf sunh., ...'%. .

'iiirth4rmorel no are imposed upon that are eb ateein
-..i;--0

-that he is unabj.4 to -generalize and -able to.Uté practical application of--------

..

his-otnlearning abi1ity. . _,..: ...
.

. - --
.,,...,--,. ....

Most students are aware .of, their basic needs coat-dining reading.
, .

'ManyOfthem are'simply 119nereadaS; thus.prOndidi a Clasp 'fOn-ttia-4- _
a .

.1 .
. .

..ndh-reade s allova,tbiopportunity for themito seek avenues 'cir suddess in
.

.
,

.

.. -.iimproving be to reading*ibits% . .

., _ '' .

*.

0
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3.. Individual ,Exploration

InstriptIon.is organized as to encourage and allow for individual

en.

Page 48
to,

exploraticin.ih reading.' Each student starts a day by doing two

in McCall Crabs Standard Test lessons. in Reading, followed by

in Learning Your Language. Strengthening comprehension skills

goals fromthese type of 'instruction. Immediate reinforcement

lessons

one lesson

are my

by'helf-

.

'evaluation,of each lesson is guaranteed for the student. Individual

studies'include material selected by the instructor or by material
, .

selectee by the student. My goal'is for the student to develop ,a

habit of reading rather it be from iir'selection or from hid. New times

1

- .

my selection will not appeal to his interests and he will need to seek his

Nnf10! _material .

a

Both students and faculty members should-be aware-ttat errors are

'Igceptabie and natural outgrOwth of the experience of learning. As"such,

errors, should be viewed as useful and necessary adjuncts to learning and

not -as disgraceful or belittling to. the- individual himself. Student's mist

learn to accept-their errors as a natural outgrowth of learning-from

-
114ch na.toa ;qv begaind. .

. .
.4P.'

.
Providing the studeat.hinks of mistakei as useful and not, as

.

belittling in any Iway, he May become a more willing /explorer and.experi-

menter in 4el-edUcat4on:

.14.. Student Centered Learning .

The teacher is one learning resource among many and the student is

the learner. Therefore, the student, not the teaCher,'should te'the center

of the learning experience and should be the most direct participant in

the learning process. There is, in /act, a sense in which teachers don't'

teach bUt learners learn. Teaching, in,faCtimay be thought of as being

teacher's'

and

impossible without the participation of the learner. Therefore, the

tole oL$t to be to create situations and:environments conducive to

encouraging of the learning process.

I

11. 5 5
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Such an environment is one in which the student is encouraged to

work on his own in the application and trial of concepts and skills and inr

the discovery of new concepts and skills. Only when the student works

on his own ado the- concepts and skills becov real to him.
5

';

J
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_BERAVIORAL OBJECTIVES-SECONDARY READING.

1.0 BEADING SHILLS-READINESS FACTORS

1.1 4 The student will be able to apply his experiential background.

1.2. The-student will be able to Utilize his language devel9pment.

1.3 The tudent will develop visual acuity and discrimination.

1.4 The student will develop auditory acuity and discrimination.

2.0 READING SKILLS - RECOGNIZING AND UNDEIRSTANDING WORDS

2.1 The student will be able to recognize the Dolch Basic Sight

,Word list.

2.2 The student will be able to understand compound words.

2.3 The student will be able to 'apply prefixes and Suffixes to words.

2:4 The student will beable to identify root words.

2.5 The student will know all initial consonant sounds.

2. ihestu ea w

3.0 READING SKILLS -WORD MEANING

3-.1 The student will be able to provide many experiences to increase

speaking and reading vocabulary. . 1.

3.2 The student will be able to seledt descriptive and figurative ,

words and phrases.

3.3 The studentill be able to supgk synonyms, antonyms, and homonyms.

4.0 READS RILLS-WORDANALYSIS-PHONIC ANALYSIS

4.1 The student will be able to demonstratelihOnicliklydis.
, .

The student will understandall initial consonant sounds.

4.3 The student will be Mile to demonstrate' s! and iOngi,Sounds..

4.4 The student will-be able to understand blends.

4.5 The student will be able to apply diagrapits and dipathonges.

4.6 The student will be able to apply aecents'to words.

I

A,
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BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES-SECONDARY READING

5.0 READING SKILLS-WORD ANALYSIS-STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS

5.1 The student will be able to identifiroot words.

5.2 The student will be able to read compound Words.

5.3 The student' will be able to apply prefixes and suffixes to words.

5.4 The student will be.able to understand syllables.

5.5 The student will be able to apply vowel rules.

5.6 The student will be able to apply possessive forms to words.

5.7 The student will be able to understand the use of a primary

accent mark.

5.8 The student will know to accent the first, syllable, unless

.it is a prefix, otherwise accent second syllable..

6.o READING SKILLS-WORD ANALYSIS-DICTIONARY SKILLS

student:will be able to effectively use the dictionary

in locating words

6.2 The student will Abe able to use the pronunciation key.

6.3 The student will be able to understand'the proper defipition.

7.0 READING SKILLS-RECOGNIZING XID UNDERSTANDING IDEAS-COMPREHENSION

7

7.1 The student will be able to find the main idea in the story.

The student will be able to keep events in proper sequence.

7.3 The student will be able to draw logical conclusions:

7.4 The student will be able to see relationships.

7.5 The student willVe able to predict outcomes.

7.6 The student Will be able to follow printed directions,

7.7 The student will be able to read for a definite purpose..

a) for pleasure

b) to obtain answers to questions

c) to obtain general idea of content.

F.'

5 8
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READING SKIMS-RECOGNIZINTAND UNDERSTANDING IDEAS-GOMPREHENSION,

7.8 The student, will be able to classify items.

7.9 The student will be able to use the index.

READING SKILLS -COMPREHENSION-CRITICAL READING

8.1 The student will be able to understand if the material is fact or

'opinion.

8.2 The student will be able to appraise the author.

8.3 The student will be able to detect biased statements.
O

8.4 The student will be able to understand propaganda techniques.

8.5 The student will be able to draw compariSons.

8.6 The student will be able to test conclusions:

READING SKILLS=COMPREHENSION-CREATIVE READING

.9.1 The student will:be able to develop into.a convergent reader.

9.2 The student will learn to be able to read divergently.

gO beyond the author to new ideas)

'10.0 READING SKILLS-COMPREHENSION-STUDY SKILLS

10.1 TEe student will be able to locate information.

10.2 The student will learn to select and evaluate material.

10.3 The stUdent will
. /

10.4 The student will

10.5 The atudedt will

11.0 'READING SKI -RATE OF

11.1 The tudent will

11.2 Th student will

11.3 Vie

be able, to organize material.

learn how to interpret maps and graphs.

be able to effectively use SQ3R.

COMPREHENSION

be able to demonstrate flexibility.

be able to skim and span material.
_ .

student will be able to demonstrate silent reading habits.

S
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12J0 READING SKILLS -ORAL READING

12.1 The tudent will he Ale to dmonstrate reading orally with a

pleas voice quality.

12.2 The student be able'to read with adequate volume.

12.3 The student will ,- zzleto read with clear and diitinct

enunciation.

12.1 The student will be able to

12.5

12.6 The student will learn proper eye-voice span.

with'accuracy in pronunciation.

The student will have the ability to convey the meaning

to his listeners.

a
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BEHAVORIAL CejECTIVES--VCCATICNAL SCIENCE

PATHWAYS IN SCIENCE
1.0 Earth Science

1:1 The. student will.increase his scientific terminology by.correctIy

defining 100 terms dealing with earth' science.

1.2 The Student will Successfully'complete 2 problems reaing a
barometer.

1.3 The student will successfully complete 4 problems reading a
thermometer--centigrade and Fahrenheit.

1,4 The student will successfully interpret in writing the following
charts and/or pictures:

Solar system--pg.4, fig. 4-2
Elements of the air--pg. 6, fig.6-1
Composition of air=pg.11, fig. 11-3
Layers'of atmospherepg. 13, fig. 13-2
Crushed canpg. 24, fig. 24-1
Plate to glasspg. 25, fig. 25-3
Slanting of sun's rays--pg: 44, fig. 44-2
Unburnt Carbon pg. 70, fig. 70-1
Yontspg. 97, fig. 97-1-97-3
Weather map showspg. 102, figs 102-1
'Land-water percentagepg. 127, fig. 127-1
Tbpography of..Ccean Floor pg. 140, fig. 140-1
Form of a Wavepg. 145, fig. 145-1

1.5 the student will

1.6 The student will

1.7 The student will

1.8 The, student will

and slanted rays

1.9 The student will
in our atmospher

name and describe the three types ofrock.

name and describe the four layers of theiatmosphere.

explain why airplane cabins are pressurized.

explain the difference in the effect of ,straight

from the sun. e.
.

list and describe the three wayhaap is transferred
e.

The student will

The student will

The student will

explain what causes air to move.

differentiate between, a cloud and fog.

list the dangers of air pollution.

1.13 The studen will
pollution.

list several pollution control devices fpr air

1.14 The student will

1.15 The.student will
warm friont, and

1:16 The student .Will

the eleamts of weather.

explain the differences between a cold front,

stationary front.

list six Characteristics of a hurricane.

-61
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BM/NORM OBJECTIVESVOCATIONAL SCIENCE

PATHWAYS IN SCIENCE

1/0 Earth Science

1.17 The student will list four traits of a tornado.

rage 55

1.18 The student will list safety precautions against storms.

1.19 The student will list- five important "gifts" from the se
,

1.20 The student will list five occupatiOns related to earth science.

,1.21 The student tri.11 successfully complete 22 chapter assignment sheets --

tthse include vocabdlary words and questions. The student will take

a comprehensive objective examination at the end of each (4) unit and-

will receive at least a seventy percent score before going onto the

next unit.

of

-THESE BEHOORIAL OBJECTIVES CAN AND WILL BE CHANGED TO kii..THE

STUDENT'S NEEDS.

62'
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'BEHAVORIAL OBJECTIVESVOCATIONAL, SCIENCE

PATHWAYS IN SCIENCE
2.0 'Chemistry

2.1 The student will increase
hs_scientifiC terminology by correctly

defining 75 terms dealing with c str,5%-

2.2 The-student Will-successfully lete 2 problemdkermining the

volume of an object.

4

Page 56

ir3 The,student will list and scribe the three phases of matter

and give two examples of each.

2.4 The student. will list, the properties of metals and nonmetals.

2.5 The student will list five uses of metals.

2.6 The student will list five uses-ofnonmetal gases.

2.7 The.student will explain the difference-between a mixture and a

compound.

2.8 The 'student will state the two simple rules for naming compounds:

2.9 The student will explain the,Ametion of the periodic chart. e,4

-2:10 The student will successfully complete 5 probl

periodic chart.

2.11 The student will successfully complete 3 probl

metric system of measurement.

reading the

dealing with the

2.12. The student will successfully complete 3 problems balancing

a chemical equation:

2.13 The student will explain-the importance of oxygen.

. -

2.14 The student will explain the importaice of carbon dioxide.

2.15 The student will explPinthe differ rice between chemical and

physical changes and complbte 10 blems deAling with these

changes; -
.

,2,16 The student will explain
tkiedifference betweenthe hard and soft.

Water.
.

2.17 The student will list three occupations dealing With Chemistry:

2.18 The student will describe matter in terms bf atoms and molecules.

2.19.The,stUdent will successfully compete 2 problems dealing with

' , atomic weights and atomic'numberp.

63 ,
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BEHAVORIAp OBJECTIVESVOCATIOINAL SCIEME,
PATHWAYS IN SCIENCE. s _ lt' ,

2 o Chemistry -: ;

/I
. ;

2.20-The student will successfUlly interpret in writing the following,

pictures and/Or chart-S-:- ...

A balloon,--pg. 21, fig. 21-2

An empty jarpg..28, fig; 24-1 .
Forms of water-Lpg. 28,fig. 28-1

, Heat travels? -pg. 44, fig. 4440
Plants and animalsr-pg7-100,.f 004 4.1,

Atomic weights-log.- 162, fi§:.1 -1 °

e .

.2.21'The student will successfully complete thirty-pne chapter assign-
ment sheetsthese will include vocabulayy words and questions.
The student will take a ccmprehensive objective examination at the
end of each (4) unit and will receive at least a seventy percent
score before going onto the next unit.

V

A

,

THESE BEHAVORIAL OBJECTIVES CAN AND WILL BE CHANGED TO FIT THE IND UAL

STUDENT'S NEEDS.

64.
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BE OBJECTIVES--VOCATIONAL-WIENdt
PATHWAYS IN SCIEWE.
3.0 FHYSICS- .

_

3.1 .The student will increase his scientific
defining 75terms dealing with physics.

3.2* The student' will differentiate between a

- parallel circuit.

terminology by correctly

series circuit and a

3.3 The student will successfully complete 2 problems figuring voltage.

-

3.4' The studeht willdifferentiate between metalq and nonmetals, as re- .4

lated to conductors and insulators.

3.5 The student will explain how the electric
electrical energy he uses in his home.

3.6 The student will successfully complete 2 problems figuring amperes.

3.7 The student'will:successfully complete 2 itoblemsfiguring kilo-

watt hours.

3.8 The, student will successfully complete 2 problems figuring resistance.

c 0 10. measures how mach-

. 3.9 .The student willlist"ways of measuring resistance:

3.10 The student will explain how a compass works.

,..

3.1 The student Will liSt the two parts of the Law'of Magnets.

I 3.12 The student'will list four magndtic merials and four nonmagnetic

materials._

3.13 The explain the domain theory.

3.14 The student will explain -the difference between a permanentrnagrat

and a temporary magnet.

.3:15 The student will list four uses of the lectromagnet.

3.16 The student will explain the difference between a ste owR trans-

former ,and a step-51p transformer.

0

3.17 The student will explain the difference.between,heat and temperature:

'3.18 The student will explain hoW to measure t=4trrature.

3./9 The student will successfully complete 1 problem changing fahrenheit

temperature to centigrade degrees and centigrade degrees to fahr6n-

heit degrees.

3.20'The student will successfully camplete 2 problems figuring

3,21 The student will list and explain the three method's of heat transfer.

6 5
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BEHAVCKAL`9BTECTIVES----VCCATIONAL SCIENCE

PATHWAYS IN SCIENCE
3.0 PHYSICS 7

Page 59

3.22 The student will succeSbfully complete-in wriang,the f011OwinK

.; pictures and/orcbarts;

A simple circuitL-pg. 7, fig. 7-1

..

Series circuit--pg. 19, fig. 19-2
Parallel-circuits--pg. 25,'fig. 25-1
Dials--pg. 27, fig.:27-1' .

Voltage apd.amperage-rpg. 31, fig. 31-

Conductor-7pg. 31,
ETieltnssiof the bulb-rpg. 38, fig. 8-1
Nap of the magnetic field-rpg. 77, rig. 77-2
-Electrcmagnet--pg..93, fig. 93:-.2

Beating metal -pg. 130.fig, 130-1
Conpound bar--pg. 131;fig.. 131-2

;

, Colored water--pg.. 140. fig.. 140-1

Wax ring--2pg, 152, fig. 152-1

The student will list three occupations involvedviith physics.

;3.24 The student will successfully canplete twenty-eight chapter assign-

. ment sheets. (as$ignment sheetsl.nclude vocabulary words and questions.)

LL The student will take a comprehensive objective examination at the

end of each (0unit and will 'receive 'a score of at `least seventy

-percent before going on to the next unit. .

7.)

:1

,

THESE BEHAVORIAL OBJECTIVES CAN AND WILL BE CHANGED TO-FIT THE INDIVIDUAL

STUDENTS NEEDS.
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BEHAVORIAL' OBJECTIVSVCCATIONAL,SCIENCE,
PATHWAYS IN SCIENCE

... .

Page fea--

. -

,

4.1 TheStudent will inti-ease;his scientific terminology by correctly

defining 100 terms dealing with biology.

4.2 .Trie student will list the fourgeneral:needs of living things.

4.3 The student will state in. writing fivee-characteristice of .a cell.

.

. ...-
.

4 .4- The student mill differentiate between protoplkaMl. cells, tissues,

_
organs, and systems.

4,5 The student will state in writing five.types of tissues and thAr

,functions'.

4.6 The student will diagram the major parts of the-digstive systein
and give their function. = "- .

4.7 The student will

4:8". The s

0

1

the four types of teeth and their:function.

will state in writing the i"ive.fUnctions othe

4.9 The student will explain the use of protein, carbbhydrates, and fats

in the body.
,,

alc
-

4.10 The student will list two professions involved with biology.

4.11 The student will name and describe the three types of blood bald.

, 4.12 The'studeni will show in a diagram the four steps involved in

respiration.

4.13 The student will state in citing the four functiOns.of tile skin.

4.14 The student will diagram the parts of.the heart and-give their

function.
V X

4.15 The student will describe

4.16 The student will state in
fighting gein diseases.

-
A.17 The- student will state in

\the-way they spread.

the lungs and give theirfunction.
t- -

Writing the five steps involved in
.

writing 10 diseases,, their' cause(s) and
.

4.18"The student will diagram the Path of sound from.the outside to

the -brain. .'',,

4.19The student will diagram the parts of the eye and give the function

of each part. .
4.20 The studept will name the parts othe.brain and give the functiOn

of each part.

6 7
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. CB/SHAVaRIAL 0 .-aCIENCE

ir.a SCIENCE . 7' '.
; ''. EOM'S

.

.

4.0 'BIOLOGY ,.
. 1 . , .4.!

.

r % . ,-

4.21 ale.5t4defit rill successfully interprttt in wr t& f011Owing
.

.dhibt and/ot pictlires:, .. ...

:
-'"%*, . . ..

.Sliallow.an 3.150,P=-.=Pg."3b, ,f4g, 30-1.

... ':flUmber of-teethtpg....34, fig. 34-1
.

.,,

V;:1117-g.. 46!,-.fig.'46-1
.. Label-Hpg 48,. fig. 48-1, '48-2. . ,

- Air in encl out--pg. ?9, fig. 79-1
N'

..Chest Caiiity -size-pg. 80, fig: 80-2' , -

.

Labe1r-pg...68,41.g. 88-1 .':
,

'.-- -Bacteria-4-Pg. 117, fig. 117-1 '. ..-i
.-.,

."Behavior.Of living'things--,pg.140, fig.140-1
,

Latei--pg. 161, fig: 10:-1- , .-

; A 14
, .

.;
. ,

Page

".

p

4.22 The student will.successfully complete enty7e16t chapter -

assignment shbtts 0.ssig&ent sheets'inc 4de questions and vocabu-

lary words).,Ttie.student 14111 take a.cortprehensiVe objective e

examination at :the .1.11a of each (5) und:t-and core,-

at.leastslenty percent before,gping onto the hext'unif. ,

,

7'

4 -

p

.0

ea.

4- THESE BEHAVORIAL OBJECTIVES CAN AND WILL BE CHANGED TO FIT EACH INDIVIDUAL

StUDERItS NEEDS.
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,IWAIMAAL'OBIEbTIVES--Vtd=i1:1 SCIENCE
14) HIGH SCHOOL a9LOGY

1.1 'The student will increase.his scientific terminology by cor-

'rectly defining 250 terms dealing with biology .

.1.2 The student will develop*and diagram a food web up through

a third. -order consumer.

1.3 The student will describe and give the importance for each of

the followimpxcles: carbm, water and calcium.

4.

1.4 The.student will know and demonstrate theproper use of the

microscope trough actual practice and teachermade tests:
*45 4c.,:rri

1.5 The student will name and describe the four population determiners.
0 .0

I:6 The stuqpnt will list the abiotic factors-included in weather:

.
1.7 The student will list three .gpneralizations that can be made

.
.

about pop4atiori steady state.
A

.

,

.

1.8 The student ;Ag desdribe each of the following relationships::

predation, parasitism, commensalism, mutualism, competition.

,

4 1.9 The student will successfully learn the basic nomenclature of

the P4nt Kingdom, the Animal Kingdom, and The Protist Kingddm

and demonstraV:this on a teacher.:made test.

. ,
.

10:0 The student.will, -al inVestigation comparing characteristicsof
1,

.

several animlse faacing.these'animals in the correct

classificatitn le- el. : .
.

1.11The student will list two cWacteristics of each of the

following animals: choriktes mammals, birds, reptiles,. ark- .

-
phibiansfishes, atthroebis, annelids, mollusks, echinoderms, /---, ... .

. e

"worms", coelenterates, and Sponges. : t'

.

.
.

will;
.

142 The student llisttwo characteristics for' each of the fol1014,
i

i'ng plants: traoheophytes, angiosperms; gymnosperms, ferns,

.

bryophytes, fungi, algae,, and lichens, .. .

.

. , ,

-

1.13 The sPudent will list; three characteristics for monocotyledons

.% 'and;dicotyldons.
A

-1.14:-Nlie stdblent,wiilaabel the parts of a flower and give the

* t .furaion of each part.: .,..1

., . k i 41F.

1.15 The spdeat will give two traits for each. of the following:

bacteria,, blase -glen algae, flagellates, amobas, ciliates,
. --z----

sporoolns; slime molds, and viruses.

.

1.16 The student will 'list and detbribe,the
.

five types of diseases

1 Xgeneril). .

,

N

1, 7;7,'T stud6nt will descritkethe nitrogen' cycle.

-.4 / . 6q
./.
.

.
Ir

. .

\!..

.
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EMAVORIALrOBJECTIVES---VCCATIONAL SCIENCE
1.0 HIGH SCHOQL BIOLOGY

Page
G3,

1

1.18 The student will list twocharactristics for each of the fol-
.,

lowing biomes: tundra, taiga, middle - latitude deciduous forest,

tropical rain foreit, middle-latitude grasslaod, middle-latitUde

Ay deSert, tropical deciduous forest, savanna, middle-latitude
rain forest, chaparral.

1.19 The student will give thieve characteristics for each of the
following water ecosystems: -ponds, lakes flowing7mater and

*the oceans (open sea, the great depths, ax.'0. the coastal waters).

1.20 The student will list two cbaractristics for each of the fol-
. lowing paleoecosystems: Cambrian, Carboniferous, Triassic,

'Eocene.. .

- , -
.

. .

1,.21. The student will label a diagram of the cell and give the
function of each part..

1.22 The student will name the three main parts of the cell theory.

1.23 The'student will. list and describe the steps of mitosis:\

1.24 The student will list the three Conditions (or materials)
necessary for photosynthesis.`

1.25 The student will describe leaves structure and function.

1.26 The student will describe roots structure and function.

1.27 The student will describe stems--strUcture and function:

1.28 The student will explain chaTical and physical digestion.

1.29 The student wil.14escribe arteries, veins and capillaries.

1.30 The student will list the blood cells and describe their functions.

1.31 The student will describe a mammalian kidney.

1.32.The stent will describe the kinds of nervous systems.

1.33 The student will

1.34 The student will
asexual., sexual,

1.35 The student will

1.36 The student will

name the three main funCtions of the skeleton.'.

describe the following types of reproduction:
spontaneous generation, fission, budding:

describe the female menstrual cycle.

successfully complete for problems on
crossing blood typ

1.37 The student will
dihsibrid crosses.

1.38 The student withist six of Menders%conclusions regarding
heredity. -

es.

successfully complete one problem with

70,
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BEHAVORIAL COBILITIVESIMTICOAL SCIENCE
1.0" HIGH SCHOOL BIOLOGY

1.39 The student will list the four characteristics of the evolutionary
process.

1.40 The student will namethree mechnasms of isolation.

1.41 The.student wili'name the four "races",

1.42 The student will list several major medical breakthroughs in re-
ducing infectiOus diseases.

1.43 Tth student will explain the difference between renewable and npn-
: renewable resources . He will give two examples of each and

explain the problems involved with both.

1.44Thc sUdcritWdll list the' dangers and uses of pesticides:

1.45 The student will successfully interpret in writing the following

pictur4s'and/orcharts:

%Wo'ponderosa pines-4g. 50, fti..,2-11

north- facing slopes pg. 515 fig. 2 -12

-Lion at its kill--pg. 83, fig: 3-9
Parasitei-pg. 86, fig. 3-11
_Interr'elationshipspg. 90, fig. 3-17
Transmission of malariapg.-223, fig. 7-5 :

Walking housefly pg. 224, fig. 7-6 '. .
.

Humuspg. 236, fig..7-14
Varying hart/ p% \689, fig. 18-10 ": ''

1.46-The student will tuccessfully complete twenty chapter assignment
sheets these include questions and vocabulary words. Atthe end
of each (6) section, the student will take a comprehensive ob'jec-
tive examination and will receive at least a seventy percent
.score before going ontothe rIxt unit.

,

0

THESE BEHAVIdRiAL OBJECTIVES QIN AND WILL BE MODIFIED TO FIT TH$ INDIVIDUAL.1
SIVDEIT'S MED&

71
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EMAVORIAL OEUEOTIVES--VOCATICNAL SCIENCE
1.0 PUIDAMITAIS OF APPLIED PHYSICS

1.1' The student will increase his Scientific terminology ty correctly

defining 150 terms dealing with basic phyaics.

1.2 The student will list the five basic steps in the scientific

'1.3 The student will successfully complete one problem computing the

;.density ()ran object:

.. 1:4 lhe student will successfully Camplete one problem.determining the .-
porosity of an object. .

1.5 The student will successfully complete one problem determining the
inertia.of an object. r.

" 6 f 'Ib

1:6 Tni': student will.succesadV11y complete one problem determining the'

malleability' of an obi t.

1 :7 The student will successfully complete one problem determining the
,.ductility of an object.

.

.

.

c1.8 .111K. student will successfully complete one problem determining the

cohesion and adhesion of a liquid.
. .

4
.

1.9. The student will list and describe the thmic phases of matter.

1.10 The student will successfully c..xvlete one :problem dpte the

surface. tensiivil!)1" a liquid.

'fit student will successfUlly complete. one problem determining the
capillary action'of a liquid.

1.12 The student will successfully complete three problems determining
specific. gravity.

1.13 The student will successfully catiplete one problem determining
that gas has weight.

.1:14 The student will'successVplly complete twenty-five problems using

metirc measurnent.,

1.15 The student will successfully complete five problems figuring the
volume of cubes,,rctangles, and cylinders%

The student will succesSfUAly ccmplete two problems converting volume
measure toliquid measure.

.1.17 The student will successful'y ? cpmplete two problems figuring the

area of a rlactangle and a,circle.

1.18 The student will successfully complete four problems figurihg
horsepower (HP). "

.

1.19 The student will successfUlly damplete,one iirdblemifiguring

the efficiency .of amachine., f

:

72
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EEHAVORIAL OBJECTIVES-VOCATIONAL SCIENCE
1.0 FUNDAMENTAIS OF APPLIED PHYSICS

1.20 The student will successfully complete two problems figuring
airplane speed and time needed to travel x distance.

1.21 The student will successfully completo three problems computing
the aver ge speed of an object (average speed = initial speed +
final speed divided by 2).

1.22 The st.udent will saccessPilly complete three problems figuring
final speed SF = (A) (T) + S1).

1.23 The student will successfully complete six problems figuring
distance ccAereS by en object rolling down an inclined surface
(D = (d) (t ).'

1,24 The student will successfully complete two problems figuring
mechanical advantag.of speed (MA

s
) . -,

1.25 The student will successfully complete two problems figuring
mechanical advantage uf,,ferce (MAf).

1.26 The student will explain Newton's three basic Laws of Motion.*
1.27 The student will list the three types of motion.

1.28 The student will explain the difference between and the spplication
of centripetal and centrifUg41 force. _

1.29 The student will diagram and label a class one, classand class
three lever: The student.will explain the differencdbaween each
class'oflever. .

1.30

1.31

1.32

1.33

1.34

1.35

Tne student will successfu1i complete,t1ree problems dealing with'
thanechanicx1 advantage of leversforce, speed and4prinovement.

The student will successfully calplete three problems figuring
forces or distance required to do work on an inclined plane
(mechanical advantage of force and distance).

The student will explain tho difference between ari inclined plane
and a wedge.

The student will suCcessfUlly
resistance for specified cams.

The student will successfully
MA for pulley- combinations.

complete three pibblems figuring the

compute four problems figuring the

The student will - successfully c .4)1gte four problems determining the
load that can be raised 'by elevating screw combinations (pitch,
circumference).

1.36 The'stOdent will list the functions of a screw thread.

1.37 b: student will successfully cauplete two problems figuring direction
-.of rotation in 3gear train and compJtir g the ratio Of speed
between the driver and driven gear.

4
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VORIAL OBJWITVESVOCATIONAL SCIENCE

FUNDANENIALS OF APPLIED PHYSICS

Page 67

1.38:Ihe. student will list the fUnctions of a simple gear train.

1.39 The student will list the functions of a worm and woril

1.40 'Try: student will successfully complete one problem 'determining

dimensions and force in giVen sketch of a hoisting derrick.

1.41 The student will successibilidoriolete 2 problems emoting the
brake horsepower of an engine using the,"Prony brake" fann4la:

HP = (F1 :-- F2) ( x siiameter) (RPM)

12"

33;000 foot pounds

1.42 The student will name and' describe the three types'of friction and

hOw each can be overcome.

"1.43 The student will list three conditions that a lubricant must meet.

1.4 Tile student will successfully complete three problems detorming the

sliding friction of specified combinations.

1.45 the student will successPaliy Complete two pi-obl determining the

weights of given.

I

1.46 The student will explain Pascal's' Law, Boyle's Laws and

Bernoulli' PrinCiple.
,

1,47 The student will successfully complete three problems computing the

force on the bottom of given containers and the pressure in each

case pet square foot:
.

1.48 The student will suCcessfully complete eighteen chapter assignment

Sheets. At the end of each Auarterts-work--(*),
take a comprehensive objective examination and pass it th at

least a-seventy percent sere before going onto the next unit.

THESE BEHAVCRIAL OBJECTIVES CAN AID WILL BE MODIFIED TO FIT EACH INDIVIDUAL ,

NTAEW'S NEEDS.
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BEHAVORIAL (MEC ITVESVOCATIONAL SCIENCE
1.0 Modern Physical Sdience

\'

Page 6.$

1.1 Me student will increase his scientific terminology by correctly

defiriing 300 terms dealing with physical science.

1,2[T he student will, desctibe matter in teens of atoms and mcilecules.

1%3. The student will give characteristics for each of the following:

electrolytes, ions, acids,. bases and salts.

1:4 The student will explain the difference between a metal and nbn-

metal and give two examples of each.

1.5 The student will list several properties or water.

i.6 Tip: student will explain the difference between organic matter

and inorganic matter.

.7 The student will explain the difference .between hard and soft

water,

ltfj The student will describe several-chemicals used in cleaning

soaps, detergents, carbon tetrachloride.

1.9 The student will list several uses and dangers of drugs.

1.10 The student will list and describe several materlaiR used for

building.

1.11 The student will riame and describe and give two examples of the

the two general classifications of plastic.

4.12 Theiitudent will name, describe and give two examples of textiles
lioolp'cotton, siik, linen, paper,' synthetic fibers.

1.13 The student will list the function (s.) for each of the following:

chlorine, sulfur dioxide, hydrogen peroxide._

1.14 The student will explain the natures of dyes.

,1.15Tha student will describe petroleum its origin and uses.

1.16 The student will explain how a blast furnace operates.

1.17 The student will describe (characteristics and-uses) for each of ,

the_following:* pig ieon, steel, wrought iron, stainless steel,

sterling silver, aluminum, copper, tin, lead, zinc, gold, silver,'

platinum. cm,

1.18-The student -will name and describe precious metals. -

1.19 The student will describe and name alloys.

1.20 The student will name several frictional forces.

1.21 The student will define a machine and give sev'eral examp es.'

7?
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BEHAVORIAL OBJECTIVESVOCATIONAL SCIENCE
1.0 Modern Physical Science

.1.22 The student Will explain Newton'S three laws'of motion.

1.23 The student will list several properties of matter. ,

1.24 The student will explain-Fascal's'law aryl' give an .example

1.25 The student will explain'irchimede's principle.

1.26 The student will list seven reasons why dims are designed and

built as they are.
,

1.27 The student will explain the'law of the conservation of energy.

1.28 The student will explain the difference betVieen a diesel engine

and a gasoline engine.

1.29 The student will explain the difference between heat and

temperature.
. .-

1.30 Ube student will list the four waysheap is produced through

conversion of other forms of energy.

1.31 The student will state several ,differences between solids, liquids,

and gases.

1,.32The student will list and explain the three ways heat is transferred.

1.33 The student will describe fuel and, give several examples.

1.34 The student will expl.n how sound waves pass through matter.

1.35 The student will explain what determines the pitch of a:sound

and the loudness of. a sound.

1:36 The student will explain the roppler.effect.

1.37 The student will describe lightbow it is produced, where it

comes from, how it is polarized, how it is measured, speed,

The student

The student
'color, what

The student

All describe refraction--cause and importance.

will describe color,what it. is, what gives an object

are the primary colots, what are the complementary colors.

Will explain how electricity is produced.

1.41 The student Will expIafn how electric power is measured.

1.42 The student will explain-Pi-1.e difference between a series circuit

and a parallel

1.43 The student will explain

1.44 The student will list the

electronics.

four areas involved in a study of
. I

6
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BEHAVORIAL CeJECTIVES-HVCCATIONAL SCIENCE
1.0 Modern, Physical Science

1.45 The studentwillexplain what causes lightning:

1.46 The student. will explain how a radio and television work.

1.47 Th4 student will list several uses of radar.

1.48 The student will list and describe the three main divisions of
the. earth.

i.49 The student will explain the theories of the earth's'origin and
how old it is.

1.50 The student will list, describe and give two examples of, the

f three clsses of rock.

1.51 The student will'describe the oceans--size, ocean floor, salinity,
raw materials, life (plant and animal), waves, currents, tides.

. .

1.52 The student will explain the importante of soil

fe
1.53 The stu nt will desCribe weather, and climate.

list fa tors that control weather. and climate.

conservation.

The student will.

1.54 The studdrit will list the uses of the.atmosphere.

1.55 The student will explain where the water of the air comes from.
/.

1.56 The-student will list and describe the types of clouds.

1.57 The student will describe air masses and fronts.

1.58 Th4 student will describe the earth. The student will describe

time and how it is determined..

1.59 The student will describe the moon an its impbrtance.

1.60 The student will describe the solar syStam.

1.61 student will describe the instruments used in aircrafts.

1.62 The student will'explain how gravity affects space flight.

1.63 The student will explain how comthunicatiori satellites operate.

I-64 The student will successfully complete fourteen chapter assign,.
ment sheets -these include vocabulary °words and questions. At the

end of each quarter's work (4), there will a comprehensive

objectivq examination. The-studentmust rec ve at least a seventy

percent score before going to the next unit.

THESESEHAVORIAL OBJECTIVES CAN AND WILL BE MODIFIED TOtilT EACH INDIVIDUAL

STUDENT'S NEEDS.
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BEHAVORIAL OBJECITVES,-VCCATIONAL SCIENCE
1.0 The Earth; Its Changing Form .

1.1 The student will increase his scientific terminology by correctly

-defining 300 terms dealing with ",nonliving" earth. science.

.k%

Page 71,

1.a

2 The student will describe-matter in terms of atoms and molecules.

it

1.3 The student wild describe-a chemical change_ and a physical ehailge

and giaee an example Df each.

1.4 I'm student-will describe a metal and a nonmetal and give an ex,

ample of each.
_

1.5 The student will discuss the characteristics of mineralsshape,

structure and function.

1.6 The student will name the three types of rock and give an example

-of each. ,

1.7 ,,The- student will describe the lithosphere, hydrosphere, and the

, atmosphere.'

1.8 The student will describe the basic properties of the earth's in,

terior and its relationship to surface phenomena and 'features.

.

1.9 The student will discuss the influence of the earth's rotation

and gravitatiOn, and moon's gravitation on the formation of tides.

1.10 The student will!diseuss the earth's resources in terms of man's

needs and give,examples of how an individual can help conserve

these resource...

1.11 The student will name and describe the four types of clouds.,
0 4.

1.12 The student will describe and give examples of thWwater cycle.

1.13 The student-will describe Weatber and relate.hoW local ConditiOns

(location, topography,, altitude, etc.) will inftuence local weather.

1.14 The student will relate weather to climate.

1.15 The student will relate weatherin'g, erosion, and mountain building'

to the earth's observable'-topographical feature's.

1.16 The student will describe isx methods pf preVenting and/or

controlling erosion.

.1.17 The student will list and describe the physical changes and chem-

ical changes that shape(d) the patterns of the earth's land forms.

1.18 The student will discuss the concept that the earth is irrcionstant
I

change.

1.19.The,student will discuss the several theories about how mountains

are built and how volcanoes, ocean basins, and continents are '

formed.

'
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BOdAVORIAL OBJECTIVESVOCATIONAL SCIENCE
1.0, The Firth: Its Changing Rim'

Pads 12

1.20 The-student will describe how fossils give clues to life in the

earth's past.

1.21 The student will demonstrate a familarity with the earth's calen-

dar of events' (geological time scale).,

1.22 The student will flan: and describe the four types of solid Fossil

fuel.

1.23 The 'student will list the methods for removing gangue (waste) min-

erals from the.mined ore.

1.24 The student will list and describe the four major eype6 of iron- -
refining furnaces used in the production of steel.

1.25 The student will list and describe various types of steel.

1.26 fl student will describe five methods of obtaining fresh water,

from salt water.

1.27 The student will describe several sources of energy.

1.28 The student will list three resulti of a fuel burning.

1.29 The student will list the three agfetY rules for fuels.

1.30 Ve student will explain the difference between, heat and temperature.

1.S1 The student will explain Brownian motion (movement).

1.3211e student will explain how the carburetor of a gasoline engine

operates.

1.33 The student will name siX°.facts about magnets.

.1.34 The student will list several characteristics of a,nuclear explosion.

1.35 Thestudent will list methods of measurinb -and detecting radioactivity.

136 The student will name and describe thenine planets.'

1.37 The student will describe the boippler effect.

-

1. 38 The student will describe a telescope and give two of its man.
functions.

1.39 The student will name four ways to compare stars.

1:40 The student will list Newton's Three Law of Motion.

1.41 The studentoill list the tfitix:e main gOals of'an unmanned exploration.

1.4k_The student will list several flinctions:of weather satellites.

- 79
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EVAVCRIAL OBJECTIVESVOCATIONAL SCIENCE

1.0 The Earth: Its Changing Form

1.43 The student will list six basic qualifications necessary for

an astronaut.

1.44 The student will list four future projects of spdce exploration,

1.45 The student,will...succegtfully
complete twenty. one chapter Assign-

Ment sheets. These will include vocabulary words and questions.

At the end of each(8) unit, the student will take a comprehensive

objective examination and must receive at least a seventy percent

.

score before going onto the next unit.

r.

O

-THESE BEHAVORiAL OBJECTIVES CAN AND-WILL BE MODIFIED TO FIT EACH

INDIVIDUAL STUDENTtS NEEDS.

c8o
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BEHAVORIAL OBJECTIVES -- VOCATIONAL SCIENCE .

1.0 .The Earth: Its Living Things

1.1 The student will increase his scientific terminology by correctly-
defining 300 terms dealing with the earth and its living things.

1.2 The student will list and describe the basic activities of life.

1.3 The student will name and describe the bOic parts of a cell --
plant and animal.

1.4 The student will list the two characteriitics of living things.

,1.5 The student will explain the difference between work andenergy.

1.6 The student will describe carbohydrates, fats ana proteintstructure
and function.

1.7 The student will list the limiting factors'in a plant and=animalls
environment. I

1.8 Tht student wil1 describe adfood chain and a food-web. .

a.

1:9, The student will explain the importane of photosynthesis.
.

1.10 The studefilt will describe leaves-I-structure and function.

1.11 The student will describe roots structure and function.

1.12 The student will describe the cell energy process.

1.13 The student will describe bacteria--structure, reproduction, u Jes.

1.114 The student will =describe fungi.

1.15 The student will decribe algae.
ti

,1.16 Th student will d?scribe mosses..

1.17 The student will name, and describe the two'plant subkingdoms.

'1.18 The student will describe ferns.

-

1.19 TOk student will describe nonwoody seed plantsgrasses.
*

1.20 The

1.21 The

1,22 The

1.23 The
all

1.24 Th

student will

sttidwt will
- 4

student will

styllent"will

its life pros

student will

Jxpl3irl the difference between monocots.and dicots.

list the four way6 pollen is carried.

decribc woody seed plants :vines, shrubs and trees.

list thrje reasons why the tree needs water for
*.

list three functions ofithe skeleton.

1.25 The student will discuss classification -- likenesses and differendes.

8 1
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BEHAVdRIAL pgJECTIVES=-VOCATIONAL SCIENCE
1.0 The Earth: 'Its Living Things

Pg 75

1.26 The student will 'list the steps of classificationfrom gener:alo

specific.

.
1.27 The student will describe singly- celled organismsprlo , The

student will list five things elorotozdan must do; in o i*to live.

.

.

.
.

,
.

1.28 The student yill describe simple many-celled animals- sponges, coralS

and jellyfiih.

1.29 'The student will describe the simple worms--flatworms, roundworms.

1.30 The student will describe the spinyskinned animals.,

4

1:31 The student will describe segmented worms.

1.32 ribestudent will describe
arthropods--characteristics and classification.

, : .1.33 The student will describe' animals with Stony shells.

1.34.Tbe studentill
clscribeNertebratesvertebrates of the water, /

cold-blooded vertebrates (land), vertebrates with feathers, and

mammals.
i

1.35 The student will explain what causes seasons and the effects-of

_Seasons on living things.
,

.

1.36 The student will describe the two general categories of forest. .,

'environment4.
',

V.

,...

,,, 1.37'5he student will list four properties of !later.
..4,%_.-

. ,1
,

A.

1.38 The student will list and describe nirb types of plant-eating
;

,, animals. .
.

-

, ,
. , .

..

4

4.

I
; ':

)

4 . . .
...?"

.,..-

1,39 The student will list-the .seyen environmental fahtt. that' affect '

populations.- " ' . . 1

.
,. .

.

.

The student will describe the fo owing sYstenS': skeiet muscuXar,

digestive, circulatory, nervous, espiratory, endocrine, 4

r

1.41 The student Will list thc.,.two'so ces for.all,foods.
.

r

1.42 The student will, give the Iiinction for each of the f4loiiing:

carbolydrateS, :fats and ,oils, prote4ns, minetals, water and*vitamins.
.4.

1.4 The student will explain, the int on of heredity and the

, - environment.'
. ,

%

t
.

1-' ; ____,

. . .

1.44.The studgnt grill explain the ways-to develop a habit and'ways to

.
----1---break,a habit ..

$

l.45 The studnt will explain'the. adaptation of_organIsms over the ages.

.
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`1,..0# 'IL -Eart,h: Its Civing Things f
k . 11

1.46 Irm stddefit will exilain he man ''..s improved r.o.:_ntis and their
A%.rpri.rorraent and moils ni their environment. .,-.

.. -
, . : .

1.47 T1 student. will exclairl the new for conservation.
,4 . .

1.48 Ili: stud it :wil.1, list a_* I describe four problems involved with the
flbtune of Illarlf S coaranities. .

.1. V . .

'
. .

r.
T.49 The student will list several reouirements for space vel. .

.

. , .

Cabe ?4
ti

11.

1.50 The student wi.,11 spcessfuily canpIete wenty-two chapter
assiganekit stie-6ts (these iriclud.e vocabulary vizzds end questions).
At the' end 6t_each unit (8), the student will tale aVtanprehensive
objective) examinatiori..% 4 The student must 1eve at least a. -teventy
percent score on the - examination before going onto the next unit.
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BEHAVORIAL OtITECITVESrVOC.A716.11AL SCIENCE
1.0 The Physical Worll

page 77

. 1.1 The student will increasellis scientific terminology by correctly

. defining 300 terms dealing witp the %.

. i

. p . .
.

.

1-2' The student will- explain the evidence that the earth rotates.
r. 4. . .

410

. -

1.3 'The studentewIll list. the characteristics bf gravity (or gravity=

tiona)sPull)

1.4 The student will name several fields.

1.5 The stajent will describe the Van Allen radiation. belts.

1.6 The student will describe the topography of the earth.

1.7 'Tie student will dedcribe the lithosphere, the hydrosphere, an the

atmosphere.

.1.8 sti_Vent will, describe the ocean bottom.'

1.9 ThL student viii name the two most common gases' of the atmosphere.
e

distinguish between'weathering aqa-erbsion.

.
.

1.10` The dtudentvill

1.11 The studentscriii

1.12' to studedt will

1.13 The student will

1.14 The student will

.
descrihgor/ and gtye several eximioles

list the four types of sedimentary roeys.

describe potential energy and give two exaiMples..

describe kinetic enemy arki,give.two,examples:

1.15 The student will describe a.bypothesis:of theorigin of
. .

. .

1.16 The s tudent will name,and describe the fouritPes of- mountains-: =

1.17 The student will nail sevevil miner is commi-nly found in rock.

1.18 The Student will differentiate between a .rock and aminval.

1.19.The,stuient will explain haw an earthquake occurs. ;

.1.20 The student will explain why radioactivity id the most reliable tool

1Pt

Is
for estimating the age of racks.

1.21 The.student will-discuss what can be learned from the study of

fossils.
ge

Si

1 :22 The student Idll-list'some evidences for. continental drift.

1.23 The stulant explain the difference between an atom and a

'molecule.
.

1.241,The student will pxplain the difference between an, element

>:
r.

.81

and a

cis

A

,

ti
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BEHAVORIAL OBJECTIVESVCCATIQW., SCIENCE
1.0 The PhySical

,

Page 78

.1.25 The student will explain holitixe forces between molecules differ

gases, liqaids,-and solids.

1.26 The student will explain haw the-soil.ilolds water.

1.27 The student.will explain why air exerts pressure on its surroundings.

. 1.28 The student will explain how ages of different elementidiffer.

liT5 The student will explain why two atoms cannot be pushed together.

.1.30Thc student will make a diagram ..)f an atom with 6 protons, 6 neutrons,.

Ind.& electrons; an atom with an atomic number of 10 and atomic weight

19; an atom with 7 electrons and 8 neutrals.

e

1..31 The student will explain the law of ttractIon:and repulsion between

charged particles.

.1:32 The student will name six examples of a chemical reaction.

1.33 The student will explain the difference between aixtum and a

compeund.

1.34 The student will describe two composition reactions, two decothposi-

tion reac4ohs, anktKp displacementlreactions.
. .

will give tw dkamples.of physical charteslarli two

chemica changes that take plAce constantly in nature.

.

1.15 Tne student
exarrples of

1.36 The student will state the Periodic Law ana explain its application.

1.37 student will explain why inert gases cannot combine with

other-atoms Irl.der ordinary eircumstAnces,

1.38 The student^will explain the difference between en ionic bond and

a covalent bmd.
.

.
1.39 The student will 'explain on what Features in atom its chemical

.^ activity depends.

1.40 The studelit-Atil
properties;, and c

1.41 The student wip

describe metals axe d-nonmetals7--common physical

own aomic structures.

name three uses of sulfuric acid. .

1.42 The stu4.Ant will give fo4r:examples of odi...dependence on 'nitrogen.

1.43 The student will list daily uses of salt.

1.44 The student will explain how paper ani soarfis made:
.

1.45 The student will Oxlain hew gasolial is prepared.

1.46ibe student will name three alleys founF in the home.

85
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1.0 The Physical World
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1. 47.The student will descri -Pusim and fission.
\ /

1.48 The stdent will explain-h*the chain reaction in a reactor is

\\kept rer control. \\

1..49 The stulent will list!some.advant es and disadvantages of fusion

power.

1.50 The student will name two examples cI isotopes that can be man made.

1.51 The stud &nt will list Some uses of

1.52 The student- will describe A "tracer" list severaruses.

1.53 The student will name six forms of energy.

1.A The student will explain the law of the cdnse tion orenergy.

1.55 The. student will differentiate between heat" and t erature.

1.56 The strident will explain why it is better to wear t colored

clothes rather than dark colored clothes in the summer.

1.57 The student will explain how relative humidity is measured.

1.58 The student will describe the history of a thunderstorm:

- . , . ,
....., .

1.59 Tfie_student 'will explain illy a machine cannot reach 100 percent

efficiency.
a

.

1..60 The student will work three priolenit riglringmechanical advantage.

`, -. . -

_ _
.

.
.

I.61.The student wiil explain whey it is important for _us to conserve tour

World's supply-of coal, petroleum, naturl-gas and water.- ,

.1.62-The-student will Ilescri\e the fcllowing.! rocket engines; dies41.

engines, intpinal-Ccsmbust49n engines, jet engihes.

.

1.63 The stua:nt.will explain why thi.: invention Of the self-starter

made women drivers.

1,614 "The stuiknt will tell 'hew fast soundavels-..

1.65 The:student will describe-Saturn.

1.66 The ,student will list six-faets'known amt vagnets and ,magnetism

in Br.njapin FrInklip's time .

1.67 The student will explain .the difference between a cell and a battery.

1.68 The student will draw a diagram to explain' how a simple motor works.

1.69 The student' will draw a diai,ram to show how a' generator works.

1.10 The student will draw a diagram to sii'6W'hoW a trahsformer works.

86 . 4, =
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Page 80

1.71 The student will state and explain Ohm's Law.

1.72 The student will explain reraction, reflectipn Absorption of .

light.

1.73 The student will explain how a lens work8--camera and eye.

1:74 Tbestudent will explain the 'use of rodS' and cones in the eye.

1.75 The student will explain the difference between-farsightedness and

nearsightedness and how both are and can be treated

1.76 The student will describe what happens to the size of an object, and

the location of an image as you bring it closer and closer to the lens.

1,77 The student will name several uses of bright-line spectra.

1.78 The student will defir color.

1.79 The student will nark: several uses of photoelectric effect.

1.80 the student will explain how an atom grits light.

1.81The student will explain Bohrts.theory.

1.82 Thebe student will name in order all the various kinds of rays be-

ginning with those Of long wavelength. 6

1.83 The-student will name three: s(1.1rces of redo waves from outside the

earth.
.1

1.84 The.student will_explain the mechanism that creates untraviolet rays

1.85, The student will list he kinds of ways given out by the sun and

the ones that ipch the earth through the atmosphere

. The student will eXPlain how sound waves Ire used 6y ships Tor

measuting the depth .-)f the water beneath them.

,

11.87. student will shue how sound waves are-used to help locate under-

gro oil dePosits. 0

1.88 The student 1.explain how sounds of different pitch and different'

*quIlity are p ced by the same human voice.

1.89 The- student will exp in hew it is loosbible for a comNth cold-to

spread to your ears nfect them. ,

1.90 The studen4. yill explain hem ch cf the following operaties:

telegraph, teleilme receiver Thme.tnantitter, loudspeaker's.

_

1.91 The student will explain the-steps by dh your rad bset-bing1es out

one radio staticn you want to hear and t 's its me into sound'

waves (also televisiOn) . .
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BEHAVORIAL OBJECTIVES--VCCATIONAL SCIENCE
1.0 The Physical lilorld

1.92. Thee student will explain hbw.a rqdP-ry set operates and its fUnCticin.

1:93 The student Will explain how to recognize a planet.

1.94 The student will name K9pler's three laws.

1.95 The student will define'a light.year.
A

1.96 The student will state the distance to the nearest star and explain

. how it is measured.

1.97 The student will list the radiations cut off by the earth's at

mosphere.

1.98 The student will lift somq:.tfiajor problems in laundhing a space

vehicle. '

-1.99 The student will descrie some major problems tilt haj to be

so lyed before men could aVel in space.

1.100The student will describe theorigin of the sun's great energy

output.

1.101The student will desribe stars--shape, size, temperature,adistances,

sources of energy, life cycle.
8,

1.102The student will successfully ccaplete assignmeht sheets for

eight out of ten units- -these will include vocabulary words and

questions. At the end each (8 unit, the sthdent will take .

a comprehensive examination and receive at least a seventy, oer

cent score before going-onto the next unit.

'THESE BEHAO, ttAL OBJECTIVES CAN AND WILL BE MODIFIED TO FIT EACH INDIVIDUAL

STUDENT'S NEEDS. -

.t
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BEHAVORIAL OBJECTIVESVOCATIONAL SCIENCE
1.0 Your Health and Safety in a Changing Environment

1.1 The student will increase his scientific terminology by correctly

defining 200 terms dealing with health and safety.

1.2 The student wl1 explain what is not by "symbols of 'health" and

give two examples fray his own experience..

1.3 The student will explain in his.Own words wh good all-around
health is necessary to being a good employee a good student.

1.4 The student will describe tissue and list five types found in his

body.

1.5 The student will list three functions of the skeleton.

1.6 The student will list the nine systems of the by and how they

function together.

1.7 The student wiil'eXPlain why he must at and the five types of

nutrients needed.

1.8 The student will name the vitaMins the body needs and why they

are needed (defeciencies cease what?).

1.9 The stuknt will explain how his choice of foods affects his.sehool

work, hig appearance and his job performance.

1.10 The student will list some common foods to which people are allergic.

1.11 The student will list the six water pollutants.

1.12 The student will the seven steps to achieving gO9d physical

fitness;

1.13 The student will list the irritants in air pollution that may

affect his health and his property.

1114 The'student will list the main functions of bones; how' they grail

and how they repair themselves..

1.15 The student will explain why good posture is importdht.

1.16 ThetUdent will explain - several causes of present-day tension

and list what dangers may arise 1rbm prolonged tension. .

1.17 The student will list several ways of overcoming fatigue.

1.18, The student will list six main functions of the skin.

1.19 The student'liill hame and give the functions of the four types

of teeth:-

1.20 The student .will list the causes of caries and how they can be

prbvented.

89 ,
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Page 83
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EMVORIAL OBJECTIVESVOCATIONAL SCIENCE
.

1.0 Your Health and Safety in a Changing Environment

4

. 1 /

/ 1.41 The student will list five,ve funtions.of the liver and three aisonders.

/

--..--44. .,

1.42 The student will list three functions of the kidneys bnd three 1141k I

1.21 The student will explain how his appearance can affect his job

'possibilities.

1.22 The student will explain how sports ardlor good exercise contri-

bute to his physical and social growth.

f

1.23 The student will list some common symptoms of eye trouble and list

seven of the fourteen ways to protect his eyes.

1.24 The student will explain why good hearing is a valuable asset.

:1.25 The student will name the four tastes recognized by the. taste buds.

1.26 The student will name the odors to which his sense of smell nor-

: mally responds.

1.27 The student'will explain the difference between normal and chronic

fatigue:

1.28 The student will describe nerves and how they function.

1.29 The student will explain the importa,rice of sleep.

1.30 The student will describe a cell:I-its structures and their functions.

1.31 The student will describe the digestive systemstructures and

functions.

1.32 The student will explain how digested foods'get into the blood.

.33 The student *will list several reasons why smoking- is harmful to

the respiratory system.

1.34 The student will list the four types of blood.

A 1.351he.student will describe,(structure and function), for each of

the folloWing: red"bloodcells, white blood cells, platelets.

1.36 The student will describe the respiratory systemstructures and

functions.

1.37 The Student sill list important substandas carried by the blood

to every part of the body.

ent will: list, four iii gs tc do fOr bites and/Or stings. .

1.39 s dent will,tlesorihe the:heartstructure, function of the

ch6mbers and valves. t.

1.40 The student will list and describe the three types'of.blood vessels.

1

-9isorders. #

NO'
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a:MORTAL OBJECTIVES--WCAltbNAL SCIENCE .

1.0 Your Health and Safety in a Changing Environment

1.,43 The student will name some feedback systems in his.body

negative and positive.

2.44 The student will list three mays the body is cooled and three

ways the body is wanted.

1.45 The student will discuss biological hereditary -- germ, Chromosomes,

DNA.
-

1.46 The student will list some causes of ntal tardation.

1.47 The student will list the seven stages of 1 and describe each.

1.48 The student will discuss the regulators of growth and development

in the human body.-

1.49 The student will name the gland t that affect male and female body

characteristics.

1.50 The student will expltin personality-Tits meaning and how it is

1. developed.

1.51 The studebt will discuss sane effects of divorce and remarriage.

'1.52 The student will define behavior conscious and subconscious,

individual and group.

1.53 The student will name and'describe eight defense mechanisms.

1.54 The student will explain how bereditary.and environmental factors

affect his capacity to learn:-

Thestudent will litt be-yen ways o develop, good and effdctive"

dy habits.

1.56 The student will explain the three principal influen on indivi-

dual emotional development. .

1
4

1.57 The student will explain what boidy.systems,eplayy. a major role in.

.emotional states.

1.58 The student will list five problems that might arise in a teen7-

age marriage.

1.59 The student will distinguish btwetn short-range and long -rarer

als. \

1.60 The sup it will describet.the troubles personalityneurotic and

psyehotiC-,

1.61 The student wi)1.1i t t ways the mentally ill can be helped.

1.62 The'student will lidt the five ways disease germs enter the todytt_>.

9 1
A

.1

4
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itaidoRTAL.013.1kthrIVESVOCATIONAL SCIENCE

Ypur Health and' Safety in a Changing Environment

1.63 The student will list several diseasestheir cause effects.

. 1.61c 4he student will, explain how antibodies combat infection.

Page 85

'1.65 The student will explain the body's efenses against invading mdcra-

.Organisms.

0

1.66 The student will list five functions of the Public Health Service. -

*"..k.

1.67 The student will list several health careers.

-1.68 the student will list the le'ading causes of death in the United States,

1.69 The student will list the. seven.danger signals." .

= 1.7-0 The-student will list the diseases of the heart--development and

effect.

.
1.71 The student will describe alcoholism,-cause,effects

and treaptent.

1.72 The student 411 list several reasons for smoking.

1.73 The student will ditcuss the effects of smo on the respiratory

system, circulatory system, and digestive syst

--1.74 The student will discus's ttg abuse and drag dependence.
i

1.75 The student will describe the typical effects of each of the following:

narcotics,. barbiturates, tranquilizers, amphetamines, hallucinogens.

1.76 The student will describe same drug treatment programs.

I.7g The student will list the pauses of home accidentsfatal and Injurious..

1)78 The student will list the four most frequent causes of highway deaths.

1.79 The student will list acne Job-safety technlQues.

' 1.80 Thesst,mdent will list Some human factors-rpnysical anreNnational-7that

contribute to accidents. , '

1.81 The student'will list some natural hazards in the environment.

.
1.82 The, student will explain the meaning of. the different,ptiblic warn -

ing signals.
4

z

1.83 Thel'studentwill successfully
complete twenty-four otit of thirty:-

six chapt6r assignment sheets these include vocabulary words-and

-suestionS. The student will make all necessary corrections before

going onta the next chapter.
.

.

THESE BSHAVPRIAL,
OBJECTIVES CAN AND . WILL EE DIODIFTED .7:13 FIT' EACH INDIVIDea .

.
STUMM' ' S NEEDS. - 9 2

sow
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BEHAVORIAL CeJECTIVES--VOCATIONAL SCIENCE
1.0. ZOOLOGY

Page 86

1.1 The student will increase his:scientific ".-,erminology by.correctly

defining 250 terms dealing with zoology.

_ 1.2 Thestudentwillna*, describe and_give the functionfor_the
eight major brgan systems-

1.3 , The student will name and describe the four stages.° mitosis .

/

1.4 The - student will list the "conditions" necessary for protoplasm

to live.-
.

1.5. The student will discuss the plausible theories for the-drigin
of animal life.

1.6 The student will successfully complete charts with the following

information: structure, feeding, locomotion, reproduction, respir-
ation, excretion, and behavior for each of.the following animals

and give two examples of each:

Class SarCodina *

Class Mastigophora:
ClaSs Ciliata *

Class Sporozoa *

Clbs TUrbellaria*
Class Cestoidea Phylum Platyhelminthe

Class Trematoda *

Phylum Protozoa
,

Oats Numatoda

Class Astroidea.*
Class Ophiuroideat- Phylum Echinoolermaea

Class Echinoidea *

*Class Amphineura *
+0Tbss Scaphopoda *
Class Gastropoda.

Class Pelecypoda.*
Class Cephalopod

Class Oiigochaeta*
Class Hirudinea * ; Phylum Ahnelida

Class Polychaeta *

Clas.s.Crustacea*

Clas Hirudinea* Phylum ArthropOda

. -

tylum Mollusca -

. Class Arachnida*

Cla

,

'a ss. Chondiiic6tily.es
.

, Class Osteichthyes
Class Amphibia .

Class Reptilia

:0 ..

s Mammal a '

.-

9

. .9 3
.

A
.11
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BEHAVORIAL OBJECTIVESCCATIONAL SCIENCE
. 1.0 ZOOLOGY

0

-Page 87

1.7 The student will discuss the progression of invertebrate evolution.

1.8 The student will discuss the priogression of vertebrate evolution.

- to

p

g.

a

I v

x.

THESE BEHAVORIAL QBJECIIVES:CANAND WILL BE MODIFIED TO FIT THE INDIVIDUAL

. STUDEN11.8-NEEDS:' Y

'"

'I/
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BEHAVORIALOBJECTIVES--1=TIONilL.SCIENCE I.

1.0 Man in Space

J..1 The Man in Space MUlti-Pak is a multimedia program:designed to help'

students understand the problems and potentials-of the space age

in which they live.

1.2. The Man inSpace helps the student cope to the realization that

not only is man in space today, but that man has been in space site

line beginning. The role of man in approached,from both'a historical

and a scientific peispective.

1.3 The student will develop the following concepts through the'use

of filmstrips; cassettes, study prints, wall moon Imp, raised re-

lief moon globe, encyclopedia, newspapers, and other resources.

1.31 Man's interest in space 'ana in dbse atiors--o6-spae4A-s-haT

new, having started long ago tinued to the present.% ,

1.32 Current successes in space study and spa exptorat4ons are

bised on knowledge andttechniques developed oveiaa long'period

of time by a number of persons.

".

.. . .

- . .
. .

1.33 EVents of today related to man's exploration of space have

often been. suggested or described in literature -of an earlier
__...----'''

time.
.

1.34 Sputnik, the firsterWicial satellite of,the.earth, was an

important' achievement'forman in his strides toward space.

was a very strong stimulus to putting man into space.
t*,

1.35 The purpose and fUnctionof a space vehicle are important actors

in determining the form and operation of the space vehicle.

; N I

1.36 Events ,in any' space program are carefully planned and Carried

out to get the greatest benefit' from each stepsaS. the prdgran

pr egresses 4,

1.37 The enviro ent man encounters in outer- space or upon the Mallon's,'

Surface i quite different,from his ehvironment on earth,-, :%,

1

1.38 ,I
Certain basic ideasa6:ut the nature of the moon have resulted. . .

'from the various flights of spacecraft to the moon.' . 4"

.
L . . .

1.39 Exploration of. spac4',beyond'the.won is taking'place through
.,

uhm
.;

annea flights with significant results. .

, .

,

N
4

,

1.40 Man's'ekpl:ratidh of space has many ramifications.,
*

v

.

1.4 The student will deve/op..the abeme concepts by using 53 extension

activities- -these .include -que#icnst inte*retation.of charts and
.,

'diagrams, mini reports,etc. ,., 0:
,s

. ., . k

1.5 TheStudent will receive 650\p'oint-§ out,of 950 points to receive

tne fourth credit, "\

-.,..

, .

71.

ft .
95, ,
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135-1AVORIAL-OBJECTIVES,VOCATION4L'SCIENCE
1.0 Man and the Ocean

,

Page 89

1.1 The student will describe five-characteristics'of'the ecdan.

1:2 The student will. list fiV

1.3
k

The student will name three 'groups

Ys in which the ,-xean is - important to'.

ortani.to the ekOloration

,..f -the ocean anti about their.dohtributions to oceanography:

.
The' student will provide ari exaMle.of 6ceanography, as a science,

involving t 1enst threp2sciehces.

. .

1.5 The 'student will davare the ocean fl6or with an is16:6a'ai.nd desriCie:

three differences.between the t
..

"r wo.

s . ta ..
."

.1.6. 'The ,s,p4dent will describe the variOy othife,nUneon'the beach

or'about-a coral:reef. ...

,,' ,;,/
: ...-

1%7' The stuientwill,list,three harmful effects man%las had- on the ocean. -

1'..8 the stujent.will nalik the six continents on the bathyleetric.g165.

a?'

...

. .

The'stUdent will Identify and trace.on the globp:the limits of each

of the'threelnajdr oceans. '.

.

1.10'The student wi11,6 able to Points ou t .on the bathymetric Nold".

and describe' three examAl.es for each ofd .the f9llowing: continental'. .

.... helf, continental slope, mid -ocean ,ridge, rift,ValleYifan; crop,'op,' 7

trench, fracturE.*:.'zone, ktyssai'plain, island. .."-- ' ..

.

. . 1. , .
. ;

".1.1.1 The student:faili name four ft,...1dS X science irrgo

"on any ricoanogr!lphic study;) .
. , '

1.12=The,
spec

-

carry

tu.1enl,mill ri four us ;s itIn makes of.the icean and.:.give.a -r-o

c 1,-.-2.kamp1E, )f each. .*
e

. ..

t , ,

. . ..

.
. ,

1.13 The st:lent will'thrugh.the,use ;..)f the ftrty-eight activity sheets ,'

-: develop answers for, the above queStions:
.4

a
. .. ..

ft k E .., .. ".
1.131 The stu&ent con rec ze key factsr:3 An' an. activity sheet::: -." '.

1.132 The student will p o.:.::41,rith an'agthity sheet add mill
.:::'

.
requIre only: a Tali-limn of directi.)naind asSistantie. '. :' .%.

'14-t IThe*student Will apPly'facts, -.Ailservations and'hypothesiil'in

dycicping tentative cplantiens'for prioblems, encountered ii, it
A

. the activity sheets. .
'S.

,. _1.134 Tb(.. stuient will Creptinicato' the natUre-ofAisivitieS'end
thexesults of qlit-4efforts .

'

:.

. '

1.135 Thstudent will use th9:oceinitures',Ihndel, the bathYmetrqe

- world,-the.siuly printsithe:filMstrips., thlaaptivity sheets,

ani-Jther res,_,Urces f''. cmplete-hi's itirestigatione, '. :-

. .

1.14 The. Student will receive, 625..points A ).925 pointy p receive

t one-fourth

.
, 'I ,

' 4 *a
s

. .

9 6

, t

N., 4

a
4.

<=.

- . ,

1)



'bEILWORIAL OB jEC'TtrES:-.SOCIAL STUDir:S

.

1.1) mzuco, HISTORY
-

.
. ,

canner-s.70S:----83-raaigell,3745-rzp7e-r: -.3166..tiecgs---

major historicai hbnuenines.

142 The learner wila.:-.subdiiride*--;-ii-st--Ito;twaseka.-±-ate` lists of
A.) Ciuse and B) Effect, ocCftahaes-in_history., 2-

1.3 ,The 'learner will: by,the:use of 't} ;mitten outline, Comm- re and
contrast the U.S. Political System eiA~,2pefatiop te 'that of '

Communist RUSsia.0
N ,

1.4 The learner :all; be able to distinguish factual information
.

from opinion by underlining 49.19h-differenoes in editorial" - 1,
articles. . -

: . .

=1.5 The -leatner will: demonstrate ability to interpret chaits by

roducing a athirnuerif one as a. poster and writing a supple-..
1 paragraph interpreting the details in .written foim. -

.

The learner -*ill: -after thorough studying of the Bill of Rights

relate in writing thre.ef rights which, are Cirrently under questifin

by the Supieig. court anatzhat.limi.tatioi,s these rights
'4

1.7 The lerner %.3.11:. temp' are and, contrast by _Means -of 'an out line
'the V.S. Tre.e Enterprise,. system tci that of Cotramist.Rusbia.

.^'
1.8- The learner will ithigtratle in writing three current. and -P-.iee

past practices by the U.S. Gaiernent whiCii contracted the Free:
Enterprisc philosophy of lthe-traiiied:Stgtes.

. re
men

i,-:arner will: inves-g-gat=i-e.

. r-t:_scurces_-by `inducting, a_ mini -um' of one_ Aerional interview
. _ _ :assigniplemental res,earcli, .

-

2.o The. learner will: selt..ct key_liersons4rduil.ng,a particular
and .ritt- reports . -6

4-

4



333tHAVORIAz OBJECTIVES--.SCCIAt STUDIES

AMERICAN- GOVERNMENT -

.1.1 The learner yi.1,1: by the Aise tiztline, compare anA

. contrast the 11.g. Political Systim.and operation to that of
-.cocramist Russia. ,

1.2 The learner-will: be able 'to distingtiish factu.a3. information

. rftim opiniov by underlining such iiifterences in -editorial

articles.
_

1.3 The learter will: tieinoii6tia.te ability to interpret ,charti by
reproducing arainimum of one as a poster -- and writing a

SuppIethental aragrapil interpretil ig the details in written

. form.
-

1.4 The learn4x: trill": by means -of an outline,: compare and contratt.
-I

the U.S. Free 13nterpriSese Syste.-6 that of communist

The learner will: utilize 'skills of irtsuiry.and'investidition o
-resources by conducting a minimum of ,three_persona3. interview

:assigitie,ntt,as supplemental research.
.

1.67 The learner will: detec, statements which _ere atereotYpid

: statements in place of factual;, by critically ilszt:14#ng
,newspaper and or magazine articles.!

- .

_ _

.

0

'
bi

98
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BEgAVORI/41 OBE- -SOCIAL opmt.

1.0 CIVICS

ta-,Te' 93
. .

1.1 The learner will: arrange in prope-rwratten chronologfea7 .

order listings of majOr historical happenings.

1.2 Therlearner.will: subdivide one list- into two. separate lists
'; of 1 Cause, and B) Effect oc.curances in history.. -S-

. 1.3 The learner By the use of a written outline, compare
and contrast the "U.S. Folitical 'System and operation .to that
of Communist Russia. -

'1.4 =The learner will: demonstrate ability to-'interpret charts by _-

reproducing a minimum bf.one..as a poSter and; wr.iting-
qental paragraph interpreting-the details in written forb.

--7

S.5.- The le anier wilIc after thoraugh study of the Bi deizights,
. -relate .in writing three rigbyts which arecurren .under

questibn bvthe. Supreme Court an..0 what. theses rights
have. .

:
1.6 Tle learner will: compare ark contrast by Means of an blitlfne. -.

_

the U.S. -'raze Enterpnisersistem to thata Gemmuniit Russia._
\.,._- . -._

_

1.-7; The learner will: ut....izeT ski.3.3.sbk inquiry and investigation
of resources ii5r conduciing a minimum of one personalinterview

.-.- ., assignme4t- as saPP1,--me.nt.al-t-research. .., .° .

I:8.-pm learner 4.,:111:. verbally detect stAtements -which ara:'
stereotyped. stateMents in place of factual, by critically:.
eysentiAa'
? critique. - lt

.

1.9 The learner will: listen to the cassette "Gentkcid'e Arnrian
S'&$147.11 and comp3:e-te the nevi.ew-shaet.

41. 4

2:9 -The learner will: view4the 8 iiidi-a-dual,Ti3:rastrips Of to
series "The Blickman,in U.S..IIistoryn:an4 -complete the 8
2 evi.e.4 she 7.. .; _

.
,

c-....

. .

S }

.
e.



iatiworalut 0113ECTlifFS-21S(kai. STUDIES

1.0 voptitricuALECONOMECS

=

(

0

.

14-- 411L

. / ...

1.1 The learner will: express/the Meanings cif various Critical
_ __ economic terms in his terminology without the4 aide of a

, ictaijatiary. ._ .,
' . l ... _

.
I. a . --......

. / -
1.2 The learner wil,l: demonptrat-e, ability to interpret charts

W, reproducing a litipipun of one as A poser And wr..iti41g -a.

supplemental paragraph ifiterprsting thlis' detail's in vt4tten.,,

form. . . .5 ., ".?, ., : - 44. -a -, *--: :-

1.3 The learner will: construct .cause and effect "t". aiagism'd -of

various 'economic movements_in history.

1.4. The learner will: listen .to the cassette/filmstrip "The .7

BlacIenan in_ thetepression": aid complete-the-I-WI-ex sheet.

. - .

1.5 The learner will: by means of an outline, .compare and"-Eontrast

the U.S. Free Enterprise ,system 'to that of communist Russia.
..,

. . :- "---z
-- . .. .

.) .

1.6 The learr.,.er.4:11.1.: be. able to al-range in proper chronological

order lib- tings of r.ajoi-historica3.eConordia happenings. ,

.
,

...
.. . .

1.7 The learner..t.till:* cc:impute and organize a family bizageto-given -...
4, a number of fixe ex-penses, gross _income., and Additional expense _

catagoriei. . . .
. . .

_

1,X --The -learner _will: ccmpute _net and-gross incomes froM:hourly
.....mgeTficures. . . - ).

,-;
. .

1.9., Th6_ learner apprdise a minimum-of 3 career -choices as

+.o- their requircrats, baieflis and advantages.

.0 The `3Aarner will: compute fine.ncs charges actually paid under....,
--given problem sqlv:ing situations. 1--

* .
4 _

2.1. The' learner will:_ assess the effects of down payments on home .

r:ortgagps and dcstermine the -monthly payricnts on total- interest

paid- in actual problem solving situti -ons.
. _

... ..

..
. ,

.

2.2 -Th,.ri, learner will: analSvii; adlokrti-siing techniques and emacks . ..

in-purchasing."

1 0 0
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v OB.AZI'IVES---SOCTAL
- .

1:9 ttRAL 'PSYCHOLOGY

tium.kz. .

at

page 94

rat

i.

* _._

,;

1.1- 'Me learner will: demonstrate alab' 101 y -to Tn -rpre -c
V

. by reproducing a .minitinn of one as a poster and writing a
suPPlemeital paragraph, interpreting the details iin, written

-''' . form. . --

&

1.2 The,..learner.willt _attilizeJskills_Of inquiry and investigation
. . of resources by. conducting a mini of one e-peraonal interview

assignments-as supplemental research,:: .._---:-.'

-. . ..-...
1:3 The-learner till: : be able to..ana13te # writing their own

pericnil-eratitlona and accotbt for a . kmdic _originationCi.e.
Iinger.,:feax of dark) by slibmitting Selfr,elaluative reports:

.. .

aak...la

"IrrS

.

a

The_Ieartier..1411: verbally detect. statements which are
stereotyped sta ements in place of taate.l.
obsep-iiig'and -listening to peer discussions and. submitting

1. The learner develop a working knowledge of . _
. .

,dif,ferences on. edueational requirements and job descriptions
of the Psychiatrist tnd psychologist aa.meatured by test
qUestiOnd and- results: / .

146 - The learner will: develop a working knowledge of ten -bsie,
mental Itealth terms as measured by teat questions and, results.

1

-

110 1

4 Ir. I.
". ' 'ZAP .; a

1 I to?: . :7,
-.. . -

r .*7.. -4, ,,,,,...t.i.4.A.. ,,...- - .......

. - ?.,'-el ,
. :.!

*$ . ,
4

4

..14- .. 3
4 'kI'''.i. -. 'il

- - ... <, k i ...
''''1,1 .. -5,; , *. < yl.

;0.. . .. v. y., ,..4 ,. 1,
.- . , :i. ; -4 . ,-. :

.,...% s ... .
..,... . ,

.7
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=WORM OB411021M,-,S90tAl. STUDJ..V.;'

. -

PSYCffOLCGY

.
. -

page.

1.1 The ,,learner interv*/ s psychologist, ,gnidance. counselor,
or social' worker- and discuss their adfication or training ;back-
gro,-,:nds and requirements. t

.

- IrN:. 4. .-: .. .
. -.

1.2 The-4.earner,will *define all-the basic 'iCiences incorporated.
iji Psyclaology and relate the 'nature Of their studies,. , 'Aiatbsro-..

-_, - frOlogy, SociolorgyiArcheoilkj, Cheraisry, Melog'ys etc.).

--i.3 Theolearner vgl: _write essays on the lives- "and influences
of Sigmund Fr6nd and Ivan:Pavlov. ' . :- ..

. - -f
- 1. The learner will: -make listings e-of classes. they. have taken --

that halte been aided ;ay Generalized oz: transfer learning.
7 -- --*

-
'1.5.,:}l'he learner will":' create a poster of nuiemohic :devices used

..,. by _their- family arid/ or friends ... -

. ,

.- The -learnerCrill: secure data from lodal pci,14.,ce officiald
..- _driverS education depattnienta' the deteri6riation-
-. reaction time for drier gnakr---0 ..e..--ii-b.uence of alcohollor

gai,and7w.-:_te a .Paper-on their_ findhgs.
-

-1;,7 The learner 4117 compose in,depth'a case s_tudy.-Oh
1-Paglirg'7"- irmily sitli'ati;on with

1.8 the learner will: studya .review of Dr, liar;is book I'm 0K,;-
You're...0Z , and answer 10 questions_oVer

-Thereatter wig develtair, distribute; -and---eiraluate---a-
questionaire cn mi-he Sourtes of Disagreement betifeerit
Adolesanf-figs cad r -

,
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BCE IAVORIAlk,,OBJECTIVES-:-SOCIA STUDIES _

1.0 ETANI0 STDDIF.S,
,;7 ,

_

mparinga:jaggs .tAtical terms

of the particular ethnic grouptelitudy-i4igi-ililiV§-OWd-terminolow
without the 'aide of a aictionary.

1.2 Thy learner will: examine the losses incurred by cultural transition

and assimilation processes. -

1.3.__The learner will: demonstrate.abilittwinterPret charts by repro-

ducing aminimum of one as a poster and.writing a supplemental para-

. 'graph intprpreting_the details in whittenform.'
..0

4

1.4 The learner will: construct cause and effect "T" diagrams of various

mov,ements throughout American History in relationship to the parti&ular

ethnic group he is studying.. .

1:5 The learnerwill: -cetpare and contrast family Structuresof the ethnic

group he stUdying.to that of 20th Century America.
.

,

1.6 The.learner detect statements which are ,stereotyped statementsI/I
,

place of factu.all by 64tically-analiang newSpapvr wid/or

articles. . -

,_ ,

1.7' The learner4i11:- listen to, the cassette "Genoci+,'Ameriban Style

- :and complete the revieliAshee.t; .

..'
. i

wil17; vied' the 8

U.S. Ilistoryg and
1.8 The learner

!Blackman in

1.9 The learner

ethnic grou

will be able to
various .ortic

individualfilmstyips of the series "Tee
a ,

complete the 8 review sheets.

arrange in proper, cgionological order

a_l_pprflglins in the history of the 43-articular

-a

p he is studying.
, .

,1.10 The learner will: compare and contrast .in written form the Marriage

. customs and selection 'pl-z'oceedues of the group he is studying to that

of the U:S.-- 's 'y.' a' -, I

,.. 0 ,... '....,.. .
1-A1 The learner will: examine the: various religiOnsand praetices'of the

.

.
group.he is studying.- r

1.12 The, learner win: be able to match occupational titles with names of

pioMinant'people within a particular- group. .

4 .

4

o .

-," :
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